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Delivered at the Court Room, City Hall Building, Tuesday,
January i, 1S89.
Gentlemen of the City Council :
In accordance with the requirements of the city charter, we
have taken upon ourselves the oath of office, and are now enter-
ing upon the duties connected with the thirty-sixth municipal
year of our city. Permit me to express through you to my fel-
low citizens, who have, by a most flattering vote elected me to
the highest office in their gift, the profound sense of gratitude
which I feel for the honor they have thus conferred upon me.
I must be permitted also to refer to the retiring mayor. To-
day he closes a term of service highly honorable to himself,
and creditable to the city. In assuming once more the posi-
tion of a private citizen, he takes with him not alone the es-
teem of the members who have been associated with him dur-
ing his three years of service in the municipal government, but
he has won the respect of the citizens of Nashua, whose inter-
ests he has honestl}' guarded, and always endeavored to pi'o-
mote.
The people have placed us in official positions by their votes,
and they look to us for an impartial and economical manage-
ment of city affairs. They will expect us to exercise good
judgment in making and expending the appropriations for the
various departments, and they will be close observers of our
acts. It is my duty to call your attention to the condition of
the several departments of the municipal affairs, and make
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such suggestions and recommendations as may seem proper.
To act wisely and judiciously, it is necessary that we should
fully understand its financial condition.
FINANCE.
City debt January i, iS88, as per last city report, stands as
follows :
Funded six per cent debt, interest payable semi-annually :
ty scrip issued July i, 1863, payable 1888, $10,000 00
bonds •' Jan. 2, 1865, " ^^95t 2,000 00
note " Oct. 27, 1S66, " 1891, 10,000 00
'^ " " 27, 1866, " 1896, 8,000 00
" •' Nov. 23, 1866, '' 1S95, 12,500 00
bonds " Aug. i, 1870, •' 1890, 8,900 00
'' •• Aug. I, 1870, " 1893, 4.500 00
" " " I. 1871, " 1891, 35.000 00
" " July I, 1872, " 1892, 15,000 00
" " '' I, 1872, " 1892, 170,500 00
'^ " "I, 1876, " 1901, 75,000 00
$351,400 00
FLOATING DEBT.
City note issued June 28. 1886, payable 1890,
3 1-2 per cent, $6,000 00
Total, $357,400 00
The indebtedness of $10,000, city scrip, has matured, and
been paid from the sinking fund, the past year. Also a note,
temporary loan, was issued December 6th, for $20,000, at 4
1-2 per cent, payable December of the present year ; increas-
ing the total indebtedness at this time to $367,400.00. The
amount of the sinking fund, with accumulated interest in the
hands of the trustees, at the present time is $180,100 38. De-
ducting this amount from the total debt, $367,400.00, we find
the actual debt to be $187,299.62.
No part of the city's bonded indebtedness will come due the
present year. In justice to the retiring city government, it
should be stated that the necessity of creating a debt, (tempo-
rary loan) in the last month of their administration, was large-
ly occasioned by the non-payment of taxes, and the excess of
appropriations incurred for needed permanent improvements,
in the street and sewer departments, and other branches to
which I siiall refer. The aiiKnnit levied annually for taxes,
has increased in the last ten years, from $124,754.56 to $169,-
739. 78, tiie rate on each hundred varying from $1.50 to $1.73,
the present rate being $1.70, our total valuation at the same
time increasing from $8,291,704.00 to $9,500,493.00.
It is desirable to lessen the tax rate, and lighten the bur-
dens of all as much as possible, yet we must provide the ne-
cessary amounts for running expenses, and the reasonable de-
mands for permanent improvements. I believe we can by ju-
dicious management, and without detriment to the city's inter-
ests, reduce the rate of taxation for this vear.
HIGHWAYS AND BRIDGES.
Twelve thousand dollars were appropriated for this depart-
ment last year, and about $22,000 expended. This large over-
draft was occasioned by the severitv of the winter and the ex-
pending of a large amount for permanent improvements on
Canal street, which were not contemplated in the appropria-
tions. It must be apparent to you that the appropriation for
streets and highways is not sufficient to keep them in the con-
dition the public demand. The calls for repairs, improve-
ments and laying out of new streets during the year, are con-
stant and must be perplexing to the committee and the com-
missioners. To please all is an impossibility. It must be ad-
mitted that a number of our streets are in a wornout condition.
The soil being light and sandy, the streets require a frequent
application of gravel for top hardening to make them passible.
Suitable gravel for this purpose is not obtainable within the
citv limits, and must be drawn from a long distance. Much
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of the gravel now put upon the streets is too fine, of a
sandy nature, and soon wears out.
The permanent improvements on Canal street were contin-
ued during the year just closed, about 3300 yards of paving stone
being laid from Chandler street to a point opposite the Boston
& Maine railroad repair shop. It is an improvement that re-
flects credit on the outgoing administration, and one that is
duly appreciated bv the public.
Block stone paving, to mv mind, is the onlv sensible road
bed for main thoroughfares that receive constant and heavy
teaming, and are frequently dug up for sewer and water
pipes. I think it desirable to extend the paving of Canal
street, but cannot recommend that the same be done until
many of the streets receive the attention they demand. Bridge
street, from Amory to the Concord railroad, and a portion of
Kinsley, and Franklin streets, have been Macadamized with
crushed stone the past season, and there are a number of streets
that should receive the same treatment. If this system of street
building is to be continued in the future to a greater extent
than in the past, better facilities should be provided for supply-
ing suitable stone for the crusher, and at less expense. There
have been five thousand feet of edgestone purchased and set the
past year. The city has been generous in its appropriation for
edgestone, and we can claim as good sidewalks as can be found
in any New England city. I believe it would be for the best
interest of the city, to consolidate districts three and five, which
comprise all of the streets, into one district, under the direc-
tion of an experienced and thoroughly competent man, to be
styled Street Commissionei-, who should have a team at his
disposal, and make frequent inspections of all streets and ave-
nues in his territory.
The appropriation of $10,000 for this department last year
was largely overdrawn, about $22,000 being expended. This
large expenditure was caused by the building of the Hollis street
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and Chandler street sewers, which proved to be very costly-
undertakings. The completion of the Hollis street sew-
er, commenced in 18S5. was urged by citizens. The trench
machine being upon the ground, it was good judgment on the
part of the committee to push forwai^d this much needed im-
provement as they did. This sewer, commencing at the Mer-
rimack river, running westerly through Hollis street to Pine
street, a distance of 8050 feet, is substantially built of brick,
5 feet 6 inches in diameter, and laid at an average depth of
twenty and one-half feet. It is estimated to have cost $58,000,
which I believe to be considerably less than the same length
of sewer could be laid in the cities about us. From what I
have seen of this main sewer, I am convinced that the work
has been done in a most thorough and workmanlike manner.
It will prove to be an invaluable aid in the disposal of the
sewerage, that will be appreciated for many years to come ; its
extreme depth allowing branch sewers for the drainage of
streets north and south of Hollis street for long distances.
Aside from the work done on the main sewer, there have been
about 5000 feet of cement pipe sewers laid, including 850 feet
laid through Chandler street to Morgan street, which was a
much needed Improvement urged by the Board of Health.
'J'he appropriation this year can be expended in building
and extending pipe sewers where most needed. A few of the
old fashioned shallow catch-basins which, from freezing and
emitting a stench, have become a nuisance to the dwellers in
their vicinity, should be condemned and replaced. A pipe sew-
er should be laid from the main sewer through Harbor avenue
and Bowers street to Main street and there intercept the sew-
erage now drained into the Harbor pond.
Believing that we cannot too strongly guard against the in-
troduction of epidemic and contagious diseases, and that the
health of the community depends in a large measure upon the
proper disposal of the sewerage, the best means known being
through an entrance into the public sewers. properly trapped and
ventilated, I would suggest for your consideration the advisi-
bility of putting into effect the laws of this State that require-
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all owners of real estate, in the compact portions of cities, to
provide a suitable drain to the public sewer, whenever there
shall be one within one hundred feet of the building.
In too many instances in the compact portions of the city,
we find the untrapped pipe from the sink, connected with the
deadly cesspool in the ground ; in others the entire sewerage
system consists of a piece of lead pipe four feet long, extend-
ing from the sink out through the sides of the house. Here is
poured all the refuse water used by the family, to stand in a
filth}' pool and incur the liability of disease.
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
Nine thousand dollars were appropriated for this depart-
ment last year. That we have a good and efficient service is
conceded by all. Upon the efficiency of this department we
are dependent for protection of our property from fire, and I
believe it to be poor economy to curtail any needed and rea-
sonable appropriation for this service. The apparatus belong-
ing to the department, consisting of three steamers, four hose
carriages, 8000 feet of hose, and one hook and ladder truck
complete, is all in good condition.
A contract has been made for a hose wagon of modern de-
sign, being a departure from the old style reel, saving time in
laying lines of hose. There should be one thousand feet of
new hose purchased this vear. Two horses should also be
purchased for this department.
Our water supply, which has been materially improved in
the last few years, is good and sufficient for present wants.
The present management of the water company appear to real-
ize the importance of laying larger supply pipes.
With the rapid increase of building, extending our city lim-
its, we shall soon be called upon for increased fire protection.
It is my judgment that it will soon be good policy to transfer
one of our steamers and a hose carriage to an engine house to
be built in the vicinity of Concord street. In the event of this
change being made I should suggest the advisability of placing
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in the present engine house ;i chemical fire engine. Their cost
is comparatively small and where used in our neighboring
cities they are found very eftective in extinguishing incii)ient
fires. The engine can be placed in close proximity to the tire,
operates immediatelv, requires very little manual labor in its
operation, the chemicals used being inexpensive and the most
deadly to flame that science can produce. A large per cent
of the loss resulting from fires, especially in business blocks, is
from water. From this fact alone the use of chemical engines
is indorsed in strong terms by our Fire Underwriters, and their
great value is recognized by the boards of engineers in all cities
where used.
The great value of the fire alarm branch of the ser\ice be-
comes more apparent each year, the saving from loss by fire
and water by the prompt summons of the firemen is inestima-
ble. There have been added to the fire alarm system the past
year one new striker attachetl to the Jackson Company's bell,
and two new boxes, one located upon the engine house and
one at the junction of North Central and North Elm streets.
There should he a few more boxes added this year. Every-
thing pertaining to this invaluable auxiliary of the department
is in good working order. Some trouble and annoyance is ex-
perienced by other wires coming in contact w^th those of the
department and I would recommend that the ordinance pro-
hibiting the passing of wires over and above the fire alarm tel-
egraph wires be so amended that the Chief Engineer shall have
control of all wires and power to enforce the provisions of the
ordinance relating thereto.
PUBLIC LIBRARY.
This noble institution, from its inception, has been recogniz-
ed as an efficient educational agency, meeting with public fa-
vor and appreciation most gratifying to its friends and support-
ers. There are now 9000 volumes upon its shelves. The
coming report of the Librarian will show the number of books
that have been taken from the library the past year, (31,000,)
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but the benefits derived from such source cannot be computed.
As compared with pi'eceding years, the circuhition shows a
slight falling oft'. This decrease may be accounted for in part
by the change that has taken place in the character of our pop-
ulation, as well as by the publication of standard literature at
cheaper prices, and within the means of those who have hith-
erto been borrowers.
The limited accommodations aftorded in the present location
of the library in the county building, have prompted the Board
of Trustees to urge upon our City Council the importance of
providing means to relieve the crowded condition of shelf room
in their apartments. In November a resolution passed both
branches of the citv government, appropriating two thousand
dollars for the purpose of enlarging the County Record Build-
ing, so as to better accommodate the Public Library. This
addition, built upon the rear of the building, adds four hundred
square feet to the library room, and is an improvement that
will prove to be a comfort and convenience to the officers of
the institution, and the public generally. I trust the time is
not far distant when Nashua will possess, b}* some adequate
benefaction, or otherwise, a public building properly devoted
to the uses of a modern library.
PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
It is with great pleasure that I refer to the high reputation
which our public schools enjoy. The Board of Education,
with whom the conducting of this department lies, are to be
congratulated on the interested and successful management
which has accomplished this result. The total expenditure
fpr the support of schools the past year has been about $39,000,
the largest item expended in any department of the municipal
government.
It is not my purpose to make any unjust criticism of those
who have our schools in charge, believing as I do, that they
exercise reasonable and proper economy in their disburse-
ments. Yet to many the salaries and expenses of the school
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department seem large. It is a fact that the number of chil-
dren in the public schools, as per last school report, has only
increased one hundred and twelve in the past ten years, and
this increase is wholly in the evening schools, the average
daily attendanceof the day schools having decreased from 1584
to 1299. This decrease in the attendance of the day schools
is due to the large number of children now attending the three
Parochial schools, estimated to be 1200—nearly equal in num-
bers to the average daily attendance of the public day schools.
In 1879 the amount expended for school purposes was $28,-
478.69—in 1SS8, $38,935.76. I am not sufficiently informed
in regard to the management of our school affairs, to attempt
to explain this apparent disproportionate increase of expendi-
tures, but presume it is occasioned in part, by the necessary
increase of teachers in the evening schools, and the introduc-
tion into the school system of instruction in the art of drawing
and also vocal culture and physical training. I know that our
able Board of Education, who give so freely of their time for
this noble work, will be only too happy to devise ways and
means to lessen instead of increase the expenses of this depart-
ment, if they can do so without detriment to the schools.
The outgoing administration, the jDast month, made a very
genei'ous appropriation of $25,000 for the erection of a school
building upon the city lot on Arlington street. While there
was a diversity of opinion as to the expediency of expending
the sum named, it was generally conceded that this growing lo-
cality demanded better school accommodations, and the im-
mediate erection of a school building. The lot is a very desir-
able one, on high ground, and so large that no possible contin-
gency of the future can shut out the light and pure air from
the building erected upon it. I believe we can construct a
good substantial brick building of eight rooms, that will anti-
cipate the wants of the future, without expensive external
ornamentation, but including the best known methods of heat-




Our burial places are generally in a much better condition
than ever before. The plan inaugurated by my predecessor
of employing a Superintendent of Cemeteries during the sum-
mer months is an excellent one, and his work has shown for
itself in better kept grounds and walks. That the efforts that
have been made to improve the cemeteries are appreciated by
the public there is no doubt, but in too many instances the lots,
after interment, are persistently neglected, weeds are allowed
to grow, and by action of the weather, headstones and curbing
are soon tipped over. The Superintendent will care for all lots
at trifling expense, upon application, and I recommend that
the committee urge upon lot holders the better care of their
lots, for the general improvement of the cemeteries.
I believe public bequests, the interest to be devoted to the
perpetual care of the lots, should be encouraged. Nashua has
had two bequests of this nature. The City of Concord has
twenty- five.
LANDS AND BUILDINGS.
Our public buildings appear to be in a good state of repair.
The basement of the City Hall Building, used for a police sta-
tion, has been the subject of severe criticism from the present
and past City Marshals. It is all they picture it. Enough
has been expended in this basement to have built a first-class
statioti house above ground. It is folly to expend more.
It is decidedly no place for the lock-up. Directly beneath the
offices and rooms of the city officials, foul and impure air,
which is noticable at times in all parts of the building, is con-
stantly arising from want of proper ventilation. The public
spirited citizens of Nashua will, before many years, demand
a modern police building.
You will doubtless be asked to consider the claims of our
militia companies for better armory accommodations. While
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I would not anticipate any action on your part, I believe your
pride and patriotism would prompt you to take such measures
as would dispel all doubt in the minds of the officers of the State
Guard, as to Nashua's interest in sustaining her militia.
In many cities armory buildings are erected and maintained
by the municipal governments for the use of this arm of the
law. I will not advocate such action by our city, but would
recommend an annual appropriation of $ioo to each of our
two companies, thus suppleinenting the support given by the
State, and encouraging our capitalists to construct an armory
building that would meet the wants and requirements of our
militia.
CITY FARM AND HOUSE OF CORRECTION.
This institution, as known to many of you, is not self-sup-
porting. Each year shows a balance against the farm, vary-
ing in the past few years from $1400 to $5000.
During the past year the committee having the department
in charge, deemed it advisable to make a change in the man-
agement, Mr. F. P. Sanborn being chosen to succeed Mr. E.
G. Barker as Superintendent.
From a recent personal inspection of the farm enough was
seen to demonstrate that the aflairs of this institution were nev-
er in better shape. The buildings are all in good condition,
and neatness and thrift everywhere abound. I am informed
that the financial account of the farm will make a good show-
ing. Inasmuch as this department is so freely criticised, I be-
lieve our citizens generally should visit the city farm, where
they will always be welcome, and personally inspect the man-
agement of the institution.
PAUPER DEPARTMENT.
This branch of our public charities is under the direct man-
agement of the Overseers of the Poor, and the expenses in-
curred therein are entirely beyond the control of the executive
department.
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The appropriation for the support of the poor oft' the farm in
1888 was one thousand dollars ($1000), and the expense will
exceed five thousand dollars ($5000), an excess of over $4000.
It is our duty to provide for the poor, and an examination
will satisfy you that the cares and expenses in this direction are
increasing yearly, the amount annually expended ten years ago
being $250.
This rapid increase of expense in this department is due, in
a measure, to the legislative act of 1SS5, providing relief and
support for poor persons who have served in the army and
navy, and their dependent families, at such place other than
the city or county farm, as the Overseers of the Poor may
think proper.
With the business of the city prosperous, and with no spe-
cial cause for destitution, our citizens will naturally ask, why this
seemingly extraordinary expenditure the past year ? The ques-
tion arises in my mind, does not the present system of outside
relief tend to intensify the evil sought to be remedied ?
The principle of public charity, and private as well, should
be to extend aid to mitigate the hardships of poverty, and not
at the same time stimulate pauperism. Unless due precautions
are taken, poverty gradually and insensibly lapses into hopeless
pauperism. Should we not in many instances supersede the
present mode of relief, by providing labor for the dependent ?
While care should be taken to protect the city from imposition
the wants of the unfortunate should be humanely considered
and kindly and judiciously acted upon.
There were one thousand dollars ($1000) appropriated last
year for both commons. The amount can be reduced this year,
no extensive improvements being demanded. The present
needs are care and replacement of trees, and general repair of
fences and walks. The plat of land inside the driving track
at the North Common, from which the city has received a rev-
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enue for hay, has been damaged by the overflow of sewerage,
and our citizens should again be invited to cultivate the same.
The appreciation of the city's commons will come in later
years, when Nashua shall have sj^read and developed into a
large and thickly populated city.
POLICE DEPARTMENT.
Our regular police force, as at present organized, consists of
city marshal and assistant marshal, and ten policemen. This
number, the marshal claims, is not sufficient to properlv enforce
the obsei-vance of law and order, and provide the police pro-
tection the public require.
I would, therefore, recommend increasing the regular force
to eleven men, which is the full numl)er as limited under the
city ordinance.
It is a matter of regret to me that the element of politics
from year to year enters into the organization of the Police
and Fire Departments. Both of the dominant parties have
established the precedent, and as the political control of the city
council passes from one to the other, it makes a radical change
in the ofiicers of these departments, each party justifying its ac-
tions by the record of the other. In the light of past events I
cannot ask you to forget party, but let us at least ignore parti-
zanship, and in every instance subordinate our political predi-
lections to the public good.
In the police department harmonv and good discipline are
essential to eflicient work, and we cannot be too careful in the
selection of our police. Physical fitness, sobriety and good
character should be the recommendations, rather than the in-
fluence of ward politicians.
STREET LIGHTS.
To this department your special attention will be called, from
the fict that the contract with the Nashua Electric Light Com-
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pany, under which the city is now lighted, will expire July ist,
1889, during this administration.
The city is now lighted by 136 electric arc lights of 1200
candle power each, and 23 incandescent lights of 32 candle pow-
er each. This contract, a very broad one, stipulates that the
company shall light the territory formerly lighted by gas and
oil, to the acceptance of a majority of both branches of the city
government, for $7000 per annum, which was about the cost
under the gas light system.
There is always il demand for more lights, and it is a diffi-
cult matter to light all sections of the city satisfactorily to the
public. I have not at this time any recommendations to make
under this head, but later shall present suggestions for your con-
sideration.
RAILROADS.
I am repeatedly asked to call your attention to the fact that
the proprietors of our railroads, and particularly the Boston and
Maine, at the Main street crossing of their Portland and Wor-
cester division, are shifting over said crossing, cars and trains
contrary to the laws of the State, which declare that
:
" No proprietors of a railroad shall pass and repass any high-
way with their engine or cars for the purpose of shifting ofT
cars or trains, without license of the Board of Mayor and Al-
dermen of the city, and under such restrictions and regulations
as may be therein prescribed, under penalty of two hundred
dollars for each offence."
The condition of affairs at this crossing, of which the citi-
zens justly complain, results from the large amount of through
freight which is centered here in their yards from the various lines
of i-ailroads, which must be made up into trains. This traffic has
increased since the consolidation of the Boston and Maine sys-
tem, to the extent that it has doubled the number of trains des-
patched from this point, and consequently taxes the resources
for handling cars to the utmost, requiring constant shifting of
cars night and day. The remedy that naturally suggests itself
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is the removal of their shifting yards from this locality. This,
the local agent claims, is being done to a certain extent.
Tracks for the accommodation of 250 cars have been laid on
their land south of the old fair ground, where several trains are
now made up. Work will be commenced in the spring for the
laying of a large amount of track, for the making up of trains
in the vacant lot east of Gregg & Son's Sash and Blind Factory.
The plans contemplate improvements at this point that will ben-
efit the city, and reflect credit upon the company.
We all rejoice in the general prosperity of our railroads and
no city in the State is better favored with railroad facilities.
While we might hesitate to take action that would embarrass
the railroad corporations in the transaction of their increasing
business, it is our duty to insist that the rights of the citizens
shall be respected.
I shall ask of you an early consideration of this matter, feel-
ing confident that we can, through a conference with the man-
agers of this road, arrive at an understanding that will result
in a correction of the evil, and the granting of such privileges
by the Board of Mayor and Aldermen, as will be satisfactory
alike to the people and the corporation.
soldiers' monument.
Nashua, although no less patriotic in time of war than her
neighboring cities and towns, has nevertheless been left behind
them in the matter of erecting a soldiers' monument. As you
are all aware, this subject has recently been strongly agitated,
and without doubt, some definite action in regard to the same
would have been reached by the outgoing administration but
for want of unanimitv on the part of our citizens as to the lo-
cation.
It is to be hoped that the day is not far distant when Nashua
will have a monument that will be a permanent recognition of
the patriotism and valor of the brave men, living and dead,
who periled their lives in defense of their country, and in vin-
24
dication of the honor of its flag. And wherever it shall be
erected, let the monument be a good one, a stately, massive,
granite shaft, placed in a sightly, commanding location ! There
to stand for ages, a monument to the honor of Nashua's sol-
diers and sailors of the army and navy. A silent, but impres-
sive reminder of the days of our country's peril ! A source of
pride to the fast diminishing ranks of that magnificent army of
freemen who saved the liberties of the nation, and compelled
the unwilling admiration of the world.
CONCLUSION.
I have endeavored as briefly as possible to acquaint you with
the present condition of the municipal affairs, and hereafter,
whenever the public interests require, I shall not hesitate to
communicate to you such additional measures, as in my judg-
ment the welfare of the city demands. We are in the midst
of an era of prosperity to our city and we witness on all sides
a healthy growth and development, and an increasing popula-
tion.
We shall meet constant requests for improvements, and the
demands on our sources of revenue will be large. Let us see
to it, that, in so far as our official capacities lie, with due re-
gard to economy, our truly progressive and prosperous city
does not fall behind in the progress of the day. Let our legis-
lation be such as will encourage our many and varied industries
to remain, and attract to our city the idle capital that constant-
ly seeks investment in business enterprises. Let it be our am-
bition to make our city, with its splendid railroad facilities,
water privileges and school advantages, the first in the State
in point of wealth, population and commercial standing. And,
finally, gentlemen, I invite your hearty co-operation with me,
that, working together in harmony, the best interests of the city
may be promoted, and the cit\ increase and prosper under our
stewardship.
CITY TREASURER'S REPORT.
Nashua N. H., January, 1889.
To His Hotior the Mayor and City Councils of Nashua.
Gentlemen :—I hereby submit the report of the City Treas-





Dr. M. A. Taylor .1 City Treasurer
.^
Balance on hand January 1st,
F. E. Marsh, taxes for 1887,
" " interest on taxes for 1887
" " taxes for 1888, .
F. S. Moseley & Co., temporary loan,
Suffolk Savings Bank, .
New England Trust Company,
S. A. Carter, State Treas., Ins. Tax, $954 37
" " " " Railroad Tax, 7,685 98
" Sav.B'k Tax, 32,045 36
" " " Lit'y Fund, 1,754 46
E. M. Bowman, rents and licenses,
W. C. Tolles, fines and costs.
County of Hillsborough, account heating County
Record Building, ....
County of Hillsborough, account board of inmate
at Ind. School, .....
Trustee Sinking Fund, city debt, .
Edward Terrill, account land, city farm etc., .
H. M. Willoby, highways and bridges, Dist. 5,
John Nottage, care cemetery lot,
George E. Balcom, use of engine, .
Geo. Clarkson, board Margeret Lucas at Insane
Asylum, ......
A. E. Gay, for lamp post, ....
F. P. Sanborn, City Farm and House of Cor-
rection, . . . ...
E. D. Franklin, grass. South Common, .
H. F. Dane, grass. North Common,












City Farm, North Common, .





































































Afnount carriedforward to page 29, $406,590 10
28
Dr. Treasurer's Report.— Continued.
3,978
29
Treasurer's Report.— Continued. Cr.
Amount broughtforwardfrom page 11
.,
$406,590 10
Amount carriedforward to page ?»\, $406,590 10
30
Dr. Treasurer's Report.— Continued.
Amount brought forward from page 28, $406,243
31
Treasurer's Report.— Continued. Cr.
A mount broughtforwardfrom page 31 . $406,590 10
Amount carried forxvard to page ?>'^. $406,590 10
32
Dr. Treasurer's Report.— Continued.
Amount brought forwardfrom page 30, $406,441 10
33
Treasurer's Report.— Continued. Cr.
Amount brought forwardfrom page 3 1 . $406,590 10
$406,590 10
REPORT
Committee on Accounts and Finances.
Nashua, N. H., December 31, 1888.
The undersigned Committee on Accounts and Finances of
the City Councils of the City of Nashua, have this day exam-
ined the accounts of Milton A. Taylor, City Treasurer, and
find the same correctly cast and each payment properly vouched
by treasury orders for the same corresponding in amount
with the vouchers in the hands of the City Clerk of said city.
We have also examined the sources from which the income
of the past year has been derived, and are satisfied that he has
charged himself with the entire amount paid to him as City
Treasurer, and has made a correct exhibit of the same in detail.
We find the balance in the hands of said Treasurer to be
eighty-four hundred forty-eiglit dollars and fourteen cents.
j. h. tolles,
/ r. p. moseley,
Dennis Noonan,





IN ACCOUNT WITH " NOYES PRIZE MEDAL FUND."
Dr.
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES.
TAXES FOR YEAR 1H87.
$18,210 11
$18,210 11
Amount paid City Treasurer by F, E.
Marsh, Tax Collector, . . $18,210 11
$18,210 11
TAXES FOR YEAR 1888.
Total assessment for the year, including
State, Covmty and School Tax and
Tax on Dogs, . . . $169,739 78
$169,739 78
Amount paid City Treasurer by F. E.
Marsh, Collector, . . $148,845 64
Balance due Dec. 31, 1888, . 20,894 14 '
$169,739 78
ABATEMENT OF TAXES.




Abatement of Dog Tax, none.
Amount assessed. 5782 00
$782 GO
CITY DEBT.
Transferred from Sinking Fund, $10,000 00
$10,000 00
N. H. Savings Bank, City scrip, $10,000 00
$10,000 00
CJTY INTEREST.
Appropriation, .... $21,000 00




City Interest for Savings,
F. S. Moseley & Co.,
Millbury Bank,




Noyes Prize Medal Note,
Suffolk Savings Bank,
F. S. Moseley & Co.,
New England Trust Company
Coupons " "
City Interest for Savings,
Millbury Bank,






J. H. Morrison, wood, .
H. M. Goodrich, supplies,
L. A. Gay,
Nashua Light, Heat & Power Co.,
g'lS,
Nashua Light, Heat & Power Co.,
gas,
Howard & French, goods,
E. F. Marsh, soap,
Nashua Lock Co., keys,
Cross & Tolles, lumber,
Mrs. Carey, cleaning,
H. M. Goodrich, supplies,
G. A. R. Post, refunding rent on hall,
Pennichuck Water Works Co., Lunt
house, .....
Nashua Light, Heat & Power Co.,
gas,
C. H. Nutt, supplies,
Mrs. Cai'ey, cleaning,
Barr Si Co., supplies,
G. A. Ladd, lum])er,
Ellingwood & Co., disinfectant
Cotton & Co., supplies,
Nashua Light, Heat & Power Co.
gas,
H. S. Norwell, goods,
B. McKeown, cleaning,
S. vS. Jackman & Co., labor,
Nashua Light, Heat & Power Co.
gas,
Howard & French, goods,
B. McKeown, cleaning,
H. M. Goodrich, supplies,


















Batchelder & Co., labor,
Cross & Tolles, lumber,
Barr & Co., goods,
J. A. Hamilton, labor, .
H. M. Goodrich, labor,
Waite & Co., slating,
B. McKeown, cleaning,
G. H. Parker, cleaning,
Nashua Light, Heat & Power Co
gas,
B. Mckeown, washing,
L. W. Goodrich, labor,
EUingvvood & Co., disinfectant,
Nashua Light, Heat & Power Co,
gas, ....
C. Brown, cleaning carpet,
A. E. Gay, labor,
Barry & Vickery, coal,
B. McKeown, washing,
D. M. Smith, labor,
A. P. Keyes. wood,
J, R. Farnum, labor,
C. R. Long, painting Lunt house,
C. H. Nutt, goods,
H. S. Norwell, towels,
Barr & Co., goods,
Nashua Light, Heat & Power Co
gas, ....
Pennichuck Water Works Co., water
Lunt house,
Cotton & Co., supplies,
B. McKeown, cleaning,
H. M. Goodrich, labor Lunt house,
S. S. Jackman & Co., labor,
J. Robinson, labor Lunt house,






Urquhart & Co., labor,
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Greeley Farm, hay,
H. E. Stevens, sub. driver,
J. LaMarsh, labor,
Williams Hall, grain,
Barr & Co., supplies.
Pay roll,
H. T. Emery, sub. driver,
J. P. & W. B. Cummings, hay
Pay roll, July,
A. E. Hobart, sub. driver
J. B. Manseau, hai'ness work,
E. A. Colburn, stabling horses,
F. P. Proctor, oil,
Pay roll, November,
G. E. Balcom, horse,
Barr & Co., goods,
B. Allen, supplies,
A. E. Sanderson, harness w^ork
G. W. Shannessy & Co., lumber and




S. D. Chandler, grain,
Tremont Fish Market, fish,








W. H. J. Haines, tobacco,
H. W. Tolles, labor,
J. A. Fisher, goods,
Nashua Boot and Shoe Store,
C. H. Burke, goods,
H. S. Norvvell/ ^'
E. H. Everett, ''
Annie Colby, labor,
Marden & Mygatt, labor and ;
F. B. Trow, cows, etc.,
C. R. Long, use of cows,
McQiiesten & Chase, cutting
A. S. Powers, goods,
J. Jelly, cobbling,
Morin & Lucier, goods,
Barney Bros., "
P. J. Reynolds, manure
J. W. Currier, 2 cows,
J. A. Boutelle, cow,
Oliver & Co., shoes,
G. E. Balcom,
Churchill & Co., coal,
Morgan & Morgan, labor,
J. LaMarsh,
"




J. Connors, labor, .
C. Sullivan, goods.
Mary A. Moran, labor, .
A. J. Blood & Co., goods,
George Phelps, coal,
C. H. Nutt. goods,
J. H. Field, .
E. G. Barker, salary,
H. J. Chapman, goods,
J. P. Cummings, wood,
P. Lonergan, manure,
J. Coffy.
E. V. Shattuck, Agt., goods,
E. H. Everett,
Morin & Lucier, "
N. S. Whitman, "
Tremont Fish Market, "
Marden & Mygatt, "
L. H. Wheeler, repairing windmill,
S. D. Chandler, grain, .
Blanchard & Currier, goods, .
H. S Norwell,
J. Connors, labor,
E. H. Jenkins, shoes,
E. Dobbins & Son, labor,
L. A. Hall, manure, .
George E Law, "
S. S. Jackman & Co., labor and stocl
Patrick Long, "
F. Withington, "
McQ^uesten & Co., grain,
Annie Colby, labor,
Mary A. Moran,
A. S. Lowe, goods,
P. R. Warren, tea,
D. J. Harris, papering,





































C. H. Nutt, goods,
A. Bowman, ''
A. J. Blood & Co.,
Cross & Tolles, lumber,
Barr & Co., goods,
J. LaMarsh, labor,
L. A. Saunders, cow,
Barry & Vickery, coal,
J. A. Fisher, goods,
N. S. Whitman, ''
J. Morrill, manure,
L. P. Conrey, "
F. P. Sanborn, salary,
Patrick Long, labor,
F. A. Barney, goods,
F. E. Adams, "
Heald & Putnam, buying cattl
E. A. Terrell, goods,
George E. Heath, coal,
J. E. Kent, goods,
Marden & Mygatt, "
S. D. Chandler, grain,
R. M. Sawyer & Co., goods,
Tremont Fish Market, '^
D. F. Holt & Co., labor,
Patrick Long,
Paradise ct Co.,
J. F. Gilson, gctods,
Urquhart & Co., labor
Patrick Long, '^
C. Morse,
F. A. Mansfield, shoes.
Wood Machine Co., plough,
F. A. Barney, goods,
P. R. Warren, "
M^ry A. Moran, labor, .




C. H. Nutt. goods,
Ban- & Co.,
Cotton & Co., "
H. C. Phaneuf, "
E. F. Marsh, goods, soap, etc.
A. L. Bixby, labor,
F. P. Sanborn, salary,
J. A. Sanders, labor,
W. H. Sexton, supplies,
T. J. Dowd, tobacco,
R. M. Sawyer & Co., goods,
Jos. Green, labor,
F. D. Marsten, "
Pease & Avery, goods,
F. A. Barney,
W. B. Wakelin, "
George Phelps & Son, coal,
C. Williams, sled runner,
Marden & Mygatt, goods,
E. F. Marsh, soap, etc.,
S. D. Chandler, grain,
F. E. Adams, tripe,
Etta M. Fifield.
J. H. Field, shoes,
F. A. Barney, goods,
N. S. Whitman, -
J. N. Barr & Co., oil,
F. D. Marsten, labor,
Runnells & Farley, goods,
Barr & Co.,
McQ^uesten & Co., grain,
Cross & Tolles, lumber.
Pease & Avery, goods,
J. Jelley, cobbling,
A. E. Sanderson, labor and stock,















































G. L. Shipley, labor,
D. Marshall, " . . .
G. E. Heath, " . . .
G. S. Bailey, " 1887, .
F. D. Cook & Co., lumber, .
A. E. Gay, labor.
Pay roll, '' Amherst street,
Pay roll, " Hollis "
A. A. Davis, " . . .
Pennichuck Water Works Co., season.
Cross & ToUes, lumber,
Barr & Co., supplies,
A. A. Davis, labor,
C. B. Jackman, "
Pay roll, •'
B. B. Otis, settees,
Nashua Lock Co., lock,
Pay roll, lal)oi-, Amherst street,
'' " " Hollis "
A. E. Gay, labor,
S. O. Sabine, ''
Barr & Co., goods,
Pay roll, labor, Hollis street,
C. S. Bailey, '' " "
Pay roll, '' Amherst, "
A. D. Melendy, "
D. Roby, "
S. O. .Sabine,
G. B. Pearsons, surveying,
Barr & Co., goods,
Cross & Tolles, lumber,
C. B. Jackman & Son, labor,
C. S. liailey, labor, Hollis street,





































O. H, Bartimas, trees,








H. F. Dane, grass,
$500 00
50 75
H. F. Richmond, labor.
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D. F. Holt & Co., labor,
A. Buttrick, ".
Urquhait & Co.,
Cross & Tolles, lumber,
Barr & Co., supplies,
H. M. Goodrich, ^' .
W. H. Campbell & Co., painting,
G. E. Heath, labor, .
A. E. Gay, "







Smith & Yeaw, labor,
W. Hall, supplies,
George Phelps, coal,
Boston Rubber Co., goods,
A. S. Jackson, ''
Jackman & Sexton, supplies
C. Sullivan, "
G. F. Adams "
E. F. Marsh, soap,
A. P. Keyes, wood,
Nashua Light, Heat & Power
gas,
L, P. Duncklee, labor,
E. V. Shattuck, Ag't, supplies
Lemay & Daudelin, stone,
H. J. Bell, mattress.
Nashua Light, Heat & Powei
gas,
C. H. Whitney, salary, cash p
Mrs. Jones, washing,
J. R. Farnum, labor,
Mrs. Jones. ''
Woodward & Cory, harness wo
G. J. P. Nutter, fireman,
B. B. Z. & E. Co., zinc,
Manchester Locomotive W'orl
plies.
Nashua Light, Heat & Powe
gas,
C. H. Whitney, salary, .
Marden & Mygatt, supplies,
E. L. Shattuck, fireman,











J. M. Cheney, fireman, .
A. Gauthier, labor,
G. F. Whitney, "
A. P. Keyes, wood,
Pennichuck Water Works Co., labor
J. LaMarsh, labor,
Batchelder & Co., labor,
C. H. Whitney, salary, .
G. E. Wheat, goods,
Nashua Light, Heat & Power Co
gas, ....
Talbot Dye Co. , goods, .
Pay roll, drivers,
" " Belvidere Hose Co., .
" " Torrent Steamer Co.,
" " Union Hook & Ladder Co
" " Niagara Steamer Co.,
" " Pennichuck Hose Co.,
E. V. Shattuck, Agt., goods.
Ban- & Co., "
W. Hall, salt,
W. O. Flanders, livery. .
Mrs. Jones, cleaning,
Marden & Mygatt, labor, etc.,
G. W. Farnum, fireman,
C. Williams, castings,
C. H. Whitney, salary and express,
Nashua Light. Heat & Power Co,
gas
Chapman Valve Co., hydrants,
Barry & Vickery, coal, .
Mrs. Jones, washing,
Marsh's Express Co., bill,
George H. Dennett, fireman, .
E. V. Shattuck, Ag't, supplies,
C. H. Whitney, salary and express,
J. R. Farnum, labor,
$21
56
G. A. Cummings, fireman, . .
57
Pennichuck Water Works Co., labor
C. H. Whitney, salary,
Barry & Vickery, coal,
B. O. Roby, painting,
A. P. Keyes, wood,
Mrs. Jones, washing,
S. Eastman & Co., deluge pipe,
W. F. Nye, oil, .
A. D. Melendy, labor, .
J. LaMarsh,
''
C. H. Whitney, repairs,
Mrs. Jones, washing,
Barr & Co.. supplies,
Nashua Light, Heat & Power Co
gas, ....
Cotton & Co., supplies,
E. J. Gilson, labor,
Pay roll, Niagara Steamer Co.,
" •• Union Hook & Ladder Co
" '' Pennichuck Hose Co.,
" " Torrent Steamer Co.,
Committee of Fire Department, ex
penses to Concord,
S. S. Jackman & Co., labor and stock
C. E. Barry, supplies.
Pay roll, drivers,
G. E. Bagley & Co., printing,
C. W. Cook, fireman,
A. S. Jackson, supplies,
C. H. Whitney, salary and expi'ess
E. J. Gibson, labor,
Nashua Light, Heat & Power Co
gas,
J. E. Powers, badges.
Pay roll, Belvidere Hose Co.,
Mrs. Jones, cleaning,
Marden & Mygatt, supplies,
r, $18
58
Pennichuck Water Works Co., hy
drants,
Jackman & Sexton, supplies, .
Highways and Bridges, Dist. 3, labor,
Nashua E. M. B. Co., supplies.
Electric Gas Light Co., "
C. H. Whitney, salary and express,
Nashua Light, Heat & Power Co
g^^
Mrs. Jones, washing,
G. W. Badger, labor,
G. E. Balconi, use of horse,
Barr & Co., supplies.
Cross & ToUes, lumber,
J. E. Powers, supplies,
Manchester Locomotive works, sup
plies, ....
J. R. Farnum, supplies,
F. L. Shattuck, labor, .
G. W. Harris, use of horse,
A. E. Sanderson, labor and stock,
Boston Rubber Co., coats,
H. W. Merrill, fireman,
Highways and Bridges, Dist. 3, labor
A. S. Jackson, supplies.
Tuck, Johnson & Co., wood,
G. H. Whitney, labor,




W. O. Flanders, livery,
E. Rogers, Agt., supplies,
Electric Gas Light Co., supplies
Nashua Iron & Steel Co , use of gong
C. Williams, castings,
E. Rogers, Agt., striker,
N. E. Prot Co., supplies,
G. M. Stevens, "
Ashley & Lund, labor,
W. H. Angell, "
Talbot Chemical Co., supplies
E. Rogers, Agt., "
N. E. ProtCo., "
W. O. Flanders, labor.
Telephone Co., supplies,
E. Rogers, Agt., "
Nashua Iron & Steel Co., use of gong,
Undrawn,
GO
S. O. Sabine, culvert,
Highways and Bridges, Dist. 3, labor,
M. V. B. Thompson, labor,
J. Kennedy, labor, 1882,
$10 00
61






M. F. Downs, stone,
il U ii
Pay roll, labor,
M. F. Downs, stone,
A. E. Ga}', labor,
M. F. Downs, stone,
G. E. Law, land damage,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight,
W. H. Campbell & Co., painting
bridge,
Pay roll, labor,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight,
C. H. Nutt, supplies.
Concord, R. R., freight.
Underbill Edge Tool Co., axes,
M. F. Downs, stone,
Boston & Lowell R. R., freight,
M. F. Downs, stone,
Paul Otis, rent,
A. H. Davis, labor on bridge.
Pay roll, labor,
H. F. Richmond, surveys.
WaterproofPaint Co., paint for bridge
Pay roll, labor,
M. F. Downs, stone,
A. E. Gay, labor,
W. H. Campbell & Co., "
Pay roll, ....
Boston & Maine R. R.. freight,
A. S. Eaton, concreting,
Cross & Tolles, lumber.
Pay roll, labor,
J. Turner & Co., paving.
Concord R. R. freight,

















































EDWARD p. BANKS, COMMISSIONER.
C. H. Chase, use of field
6G
District No. 8.
isaiah p. hall, commissioner.






C. H. Nutt, suppl
I. P. Hall, .
B. A. Twiss,
J. G. Robbins,




luther a. roby, commissioner.
PAID.




H. M. VVilloby, scrapings,
G. E. Balcom, use of engine.
Highways and Bridges, Dist. 3, Fire
Department, .
Highways and Bridges, Dist. 3, Fire
Department,








































Insane Asylum, " . .
M. R. Buxton, insurance,
McKean & Andrews, "
P, E. Dansereau, M. D., births and deaths,
F. A. Dearborn, " "
S. G. Dearborn, " " "
A. W. Petit,
J. N. Woodward, "
" "
E. A. Colburn, " ^' "
P. Robichaud, " '' "
G. F. Wilbur,
N. S. Whitman, supplies,
$195
69
W. O. Clough, associate justice,
Telephone Co., rent, etc.,
E. M. Bowmnn. retui ningbirtl.s, deaths,
and marriages,
C. S. Decker, storm flags,
John Cornish, detective services,
B. Allen. M.D.,birthsand deaths,
G. A. Uiiderhill, "
J. C. Garhmd,
M. H. Tierney, " " "
W. S. Collins",
W. H. Dinsmore, "
N. E. Guillet, " " "
Telephone Co., rent and messages, .
E. J. Copp, Agt., insurance, .
E, M. Bowman, copying births and
deaths, ....
Pay roll, ringing bells,
Hillsborough County, board of pau-
jDcrs, .....
Adams, Putnam & Co., dictionaiy, .
Telephone Co., rent and messages, .
R. J. Hallaren, M. D., births and
deaths, .....
Howard & French,
Nasluia Post Office, rent of box,
Insane Asylum, board,
Industrial School, " . .
Pennichuck Water Works Co., foun-
tain, .....
Boston & L. R. R., rent,
Hunt & Rowell, livery, .
H. F. Richm,ond, surveying, .
J. M. Hopkins, insurance,
M. R Buxton, " . .
J. M. Shea, injuries,
Telephone Co., rent and messages, .
$38
•0
N. S. Whitman, goods for city physi
cian, ....
John Cornish, detective services,
E. F. McQ;iesten, M. D., births and
deaths, ....
Copp & Tuck, insurance,
F. Saville, interpretation to assessors
A. Dione, " ''
Blanchard & Currier, goods for city
physician,
Telephone Co., rent and messages,
Fay roll. Shea case,
H. F. Richmond, labor,
G. VV. Currier, M. D., births an
deatiis, ....
A. S. Eaton, cost recount of votes
T. D.Luce, clerk, ''
A. H. Saunders, labor, surveying
Telephone Co.. rent,
Bagley Si Co., supplies,
M. R. Buxton, insurance,
C. W. Edwards, directory,
J. G. Graves, 2d, M. D., births an(
deaths
Pennichuck Water Works Co., foun
tains, ....
J. Hopkins, insurance, .
Hunt & Rovvell, team.
Cross & Tollcs, lumber, .
W. L. Foster, counsel Shea case.
Industrial School, board,
Insane Asylum, '' -
Nashua Band, July 4th,
Cycle Club, .i ''
Feasley & McClary, livery,
J. H. Chapman, mending signal flags
Telephone Co., rent and messages,*
$20
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Pay roll, ringing bells,
H. F. Richmond, labor,
E. D. Franklin, scavenger,
N. S. Wliitman, drugs, .
Telegraph Co., messages,
A. H. Saunders, labor and surveying
Baptist Society, repairing clock,
J. A. Hamilton, labor on fl:igstaff,
J. H. Blake, expenses, assessor,
Telephone Co., rent and messages,
E. E. Parker, justice,
J. W. White, supplies,
J. H. McKinley, "
C. S. Decker, signals,
A. H. Saunders, surveying,
E. S. Cutter, justice,
E. D. Fr;anklin, scavenger.
Telegraph Co., message,
A. H. Saunders, labor and surveyin
J. M. Ht)p!vins, insurance.
Telephone Co., r^-nt, etc.,
A. H. Saunders, surveying,
C. W. Hoitt, solicitor, expenses,
Franklin Street Gree.'i Hjusj, care ol
Wheeler lot, . . . "
Nashua Post Office, box rent,
Peunichuck Water Works Co., foun
tain, ....
E. D. Franklin, scavenger,
Insane Asylum board.
Industrial School, "
Boston & Maine R. R., rent of hall,
J. W. White, medicine, city paupers
orders, ....
Telephone Co., messages,
M. D. Taylor, insurance,




































Nashua Light Heat & Power Co.,
light for band stand,
D. R Marshall, services as witness,
George Davis, posting, .
E. D. Franklin, scavenger,
H. R. Wheeler, printing checklists
D. Robj, use of horse,
McKean & Andrews, insurance,
Nashua Band, concerts,
N. S. Whitman, drugs, city physician
D. VV. King, recording,
J-.
N. Woodward, consultation,
E. A. Robbins, land,
A. S. Eaton, serving writs to witnesses
Execution, Stetson,
A. H. vSaunders, labor and surveying
C. C. Cameron, cash paid,
H. F. Richmond, witness fees,
C. D. Parker, Stetson case,
G. W. Badger, painting signs,
McQuesten & Co., fertilizers,
Cross & Tolles. lumber,
M. A. Taylor, cssh paid out, .
B. Allen, medicine,
E. J. CojDp & A. J, Tuck, insurance,
D. R. Marshall, coui t fees Stetson case,
W. W. Wheeler, summoning witness,
E. H. Farwell, livery, .
C. W. Hoitt, witness, Atwood case
E. Morse, cash paid,
C. Richardson, insurance,
E. F. McQitesten,M. D., witness At
wood & P., .
F. E. Marsh, cash paid stamps, etc
J. II. Tolles, city business.
Telephone Co., rent, etc ,






































E. R. Franklin, scavenger,
A. II. Saunders, labor, .
M. A. Taylor, expenses city business,






G. W. Pond, "
D. Stevens. rent, Pond,
A. II. McCoy, " Stevens,
Mrs. Jones, aid,
G. E. Heath, coal,
Barker Bros., goods,
Mrs. Jones, aid,
G. H. Biig-liam, goods,
G. A. Wasoii, rent. Brown,
C. E. Dean, board Shanahan
S. Stevens, aid,
G. H, Brigham, goods, .
A. S. Powers, goods, Cobb,
G. W. Pond, aid, .
McQiiesten & Chase, wood,
S. \V. Mansfield, shoes,
G. \V. W'hittemore, rent,
J. L. Barker, goods,
R. McLaren, coal,
J. II. Morrison, wood,
Mrs. 13a ker,
J. L. Barker, goods,
A. P. Ke3es, wood,
C. E. Dean, board Shanahan family
Barker Bros., goods,
P. Robichaud, coffin,
F. A. Barney, goods,




C. C. Hill, "
E. H. Jenkins, goods.




G. P. Cummings, wood,
J. Donnelly, rent,
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J. II. Blake, Jr., goods,
G. H. Brio-ham. -
G. W. Howard, rent,
Flancler.s & Wesson, goods,
A. P. Keycs, wood,
H. S. Norwell. goods,
Mrs, Jones, aid.
H M. BuUard. rent,
C. F. Tolles. miliv,
S. Stevens, aid.
J. E. Filming, nidk,
Hillsborough County, board of
pers,
A. G. Fairbanks, aid of paupe
Mrs. II. Jones, aid,
J. H. Moirison. wood. .




G. W. Howard, rent,
D. Stevens,
D. A. Wilson, boarJ of Norcrc
Insane Asylum. •' Lucas
J. E. Finning, milk,
S. Stevens, aid.
D. W. Kimball, rent, .
Geo. Clarkson. board of Lucas
G. W^ Whittemore, rent. Line
II. M. Bullard,
B.irrv & Vickerv, coal,
R. M. Sawyer & Co.. goods,
Morin & Lucier, *'
George E. Baglev & Co., school






G. W. Pond, aid, .
F.M. Ingalls. board for wife at Asylum
B. S. Woods, goods,
A. G.Fairbanks, pauper atMancliester
E. Parker, coal,
J. L. Barker & Co., goods,
J. E. Kent,
D. D. Marden, aid,
J. A. Fisher, goods,
H. Jones, aid,
G. W. Pond, " . .
W. Wells, rent, Coburn,
E. M. Hawkins, rent,
G. A. Wason, rent. Brown,
C. F. Tessier, goods,
G. Phelps & Son., coal,
W. B. Wakelin, goods,
Nelson Tuttle, rent,
E H. Jenkins, goods,
A. Jaquith, "
Mnrch & Reed, "
David Stevens, rent,
H. Jones, aid,
G. W. Pond, " . .
Barker Bros., goods,
Daggett & Cross, "
H. M. Bullard, rent,
G. W. Whittemore, "
Oliver & Co., goods,
A. Bowman, "
McQiicsten & Co., "
J. H. Morrison, wood
J. P. Cummings, "
G. A. Wason, rent,
F. A. Mansfield, moving pauper,
A. P. Keves, wood,




E. H. Jenkins, goods,
W. B. Chase, "
W. S. Atvvood, cash paid,
A. W. Shea, M. D., extra attendance
G. H. Brigham, goods, .
E. M. Hawkins, rent, .
Geo. Chirkson, board of Lucas,
Fhmders & Wesson, goods,





G. W. Howard, rent, Hildreth,
C. R. Cotton & Co., goods,
C. F. Tessier,
H. S. Norwell, goods,
G. E. Balcom, coal,
J. W. Clark, goods,













W. O. Clough, associate justice,
F. H. JViorrill, clerk police court,
J. H. Chapman, clerk common counci
W. G. ToUes, marshal,
W. W. Wheeler, assistant marshal,
C. C. Cameron, city messenger,
D. Roby, chairman assessors,






Board of Health, treasurer,
Overseers of Poor,






















H. F. Richmond, labor,
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Cross & Tolles, lumber,
Morgan & Morgan, labor,
Lemay & Daudelin, labor,
S. D. Chandler, pipe and cement,
E. J. Gibson, labor,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight.
Pay roll, labor,
Ui-qiihart & Co., "
C. Williams, covers,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight,
Brown & Bunker, brick,
E.J. Gibson, labor.
Pay roll, ^' . .
W. Hall, cement,
Barr & Co., goods,
Urquhart & Co., labor,
Boston & Maine R. R., freight,
S. S. Jackman & Co., labor,
Brown & Bunker, bi'ick,
E. J. Gibson, labor.
S. D. Chandler, pipe and cement,
Pay roll, labor,
C. H. Nutt, goods,
C. Williams, castings.
Brown & Bunker, brick,
Boston & Maine R. R. freight,
J. F. Andrews, labor,
Pay roll, Oct., labor,
Marden & Mygatt, goods,
A. E. Gay, labor, .
E. J. Gibson, labor,
G. E. Phelps & Son, coal,
Lemay & Daudelin, labor,
H. A. Carson, excavator,
Pay roll, Nov., labor.
$ 3
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S. D. Chandler, pipe and cement
A. D. Melendy, labor, .
Leazott & Co., "
W. Hall, cement, .
Cross & Tolles, lumber,
F. D. Cook & Co.,
Boston & Lowell R. R., treigrht,
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WATER SUPPLY.
Appropriation, .... $6,000 00
$6,000 00
PAID.
Pennichuck Water Works Co., . $6,28150
$6,281 50
Overdrawn, .... $281 50
STREET LIGHTS.
Appropriation, .... $8,000 00
A. E. Gay, lamp posts, ... 8 00
$8,008 00
Nashua Electric Light Co., . . $8,172 45
C. B. Jackman & Son., . . 4 50
i,176 95





J. F. Sloan, labor, ward eight,
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E. F. Jones, County Treasurer,





Surtolk Savin^js Bank, note,
F. S. Moseley & Co.,
Suflblk Savings Bank,
F. S. Moseley & Co., note,
New England Trust Co., "
Suffolk Savings Bank,
F. S. Moseley & Co.,
New England Trust Co
U U ^i
vSuffblk Savings Bank,
F. S. Moseley & Co.,























W. O. Cloucrh. trials,
W. C. Tolles, livery and comn
H. A. Ballou, " "
A. J. Blood, i^oods,
J. A. Leach, labor,
L. Fosie, meals,
W. B. Chase, goods,
E. V. Shattuck, Agt., goods,
D. Marshall, livery,
C. H. Burke, crackers.
E. E. Chase, labor,
Lowell Arms Co., arms.
E. V. Shattuck, Agt., goods,
A. J. Blood cS: Co.,
Telegraph Publishing Co., printing,
Lowell Arms Co., arms,
L. E. Gould, labor,
E. B. Gould, justice,
A. A. Lefebvre, crackers,
E. V. Shattuck, Agt., goods,
A. J. Blood, goods,
Lowell Arms Co., goods,
E. B. Gould, justice,
J. A. Leach, attorney's fees,
C. H. Nutt, goods,
Lefavor & Folev, washing,
Jackman & Sexton, supplies,
A. K. Chase, goods,
Barr&Co., " .
Cross & Tolles, luml^er, .
T. H. Dillon, goods,
A. W. Shea, medical attenda
A. J. Blood, goods,
Hunt & Rowel 1, livery,
C. H. Nutt, supplies.
.
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Flanders & Wesson, goods,
Tolles and Ballou, commitments,








Nashua Light Co., gas, .
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D. Appleton & Co., supplies, .
S. S. Jackniau & Co.,
F. D. Cook tS: Co.. lunioer,
Smith & Yeaw, labor.
E. A. Robins, -
G. VV. Davis c^ Co., labor,
Geo. S. \\ heeler, tuniiijj^ piancjs,
Pease & Aver\ . bill,
W. Warren, rent of barn,
Batchekler & Co.. hibor,
J. R. Farnuin, labor,
R. T. Smith & Son, supplies, .
Howard. French & ITeald, supplies
C. Harris, labor,
Peter Gervvard. labor,
B. A. Twiss. transporting chiklren,
Nashua Light Co., gas, .
C. B. Jackman. labor,
A. P. Hendrick, labor, .
J. L. Mamniett, supplies.
Interstate Publishing Co., supplies,
Vanant, Bragg & Co., ''
Geo. S. Perry, "
Papyrograph Co., "
Houghton, Mifflin & Co.,
Geo. E. Bagley & Co., "'
Educational Publishing Co., "
A. E. Gay, labor, .
Pay Roll, janitors, .
W. Hall, salt,
O. C. Moore, reports,
C. W. Meriow, labor,
Barr & Co., supplies,
C. H. Nutt,
W. Hall,
Geo. Phelps & vSon, coal.





































(jinii t\: Co.. Mipplies.
Willard Sn.alK
Nashua Iron and Steel Co.. lire brick
W hite Manufacturing- Co., castings,
Marsh's Express, liilLs,
R. r. Merrill & Co., binding, .
Pennicluick Water Works, water,
Nashua Light Co.. gas, .
M. W. NVarren, barn rent,
L. E. Gould, goods,
Hunt & Rovvell. hay,
Coperthwait it Co., supplies, .
Y. Hall.
Silver, Burdett & Co., "
J. A. Swasey, blackboards,
A. S. Barnes & Co., supplies,
Papyrograph Co.. "
J. H. Barker, printing,
A. AI. Bumpus, labor,
A. P. Hendrick, repairing,
N.Y.Joy, ink, .
C. T. Robinson, labor,
M. V. B. Greene, supplies,
J. R. Farnum, labor,
Nashua Light Co., gas, .
George Phelps & Son, coal,
J. A. Robins, labor,
McQiiesten & Co., grain,




D. Appleton & Co., "
Pulsifer & Co., "
Eagle Pencil Co., "
N. C. & G. P. Co.,
J. A. Hamilton, labor,
Pennicluick Water Work s Co . , water
B. A. Twiss, transporting children,
$41
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Hunt & Rovvell, livery, .
F. M. Ray, labor, . ^ .
J. H. Barker, printing, .
Howard & French. Goods,
Cross & Tolles, lumber, .
Barr & Co., goods,
S. S. Jackman & Co., labor,
Cleveland Publishing Co., dipl
King & Merrill, supplies,
A. C. Stockin. "
A. C. Stockin,
Clark & Mavnard, suppl
D. C. Heath & Co.,
Houghton. MifBin & Co., '^
Papyrograph Co., "
Interstate Publishing Co., "
W. A. Cummings, repairing di
H. M. Goodrich, labor,
Nashua Bobl)in and Shuttle Co.
dust.
Telegraph Publishing Co., pr
Pay Roll, janitors.
Gazette Office, printing, .
J. H. W ill()ughb\ , expenses,
L. Tibbetts, use ot'well,
E. VV. Clark, slating,
H. R. Wheeler, printing,
D. M. Smith, labor,
A. E. Wallace, goods,
J. A. Hamilton, labor, .
Marsh's Express, charges,
Peimichuck Water Woiks Co.,
Marden & Mygatt, gcjods,
C. J. Walton, repairing clocks,
L. E. Gould, labor,






N. Y. Joy, ink.
9B
Clark i!<: Maynard, goods.
Prang Educational Co., goods,
Ginn & Co., goods,
Harrison Home, goods. .
W. Small, " .
Boston School Supply Co., goods.
Eagle Pencil Co., goods,
Gillott & Sons, pens,
W. Hall, goods, . . . ,
F. Watkins. janitor,
E. E. Chase, labor,
G. W. Harris, sprinkling,
McQiiesten & Co., grain,
Pennichuck Water Works Co., water
R. Thompson, goods.
Leach, Leach & Sanborn, goods,
Geo. S. Wheeler, tuni:ig pianos,
H. C. Bartlett, labor, . .
W. A. Cummings, goods.
J. R. Farnum, labor,
E. A. Robins.
G. W. Badger,
J. H. Barker, printing, .
Marden & Mygatt, supplies and labor
Ruimells & Farley, goods,
Nashua Light Co., gas, .
F. AL Ray, cleaning,
M. V. B. Greene, supplies,
C. H. Spalding, labor and stock,
Nashua Electric Light Co.,
Cross & Tolles, lumber.
Interstate Publishing Co., supplies,
New England Publishing Co., supplies
Ware & Co., . . . "
G. Frost & Co.,
Papyrograph Co., . • ''






Abatement of Taxes .
Abateinent dog tax
City debt




City Farm and H. of C,
Cemeteries ....
Connnon, north
Common, south . .





Paupers off Farm . .
Memorial day . . .
Police department . .
Public Library . . .
" " incidenta
Salary account . . .
Sewers and drain.s . .
Street lights ....
State and County tax.
Temporary loan . .
Water supply . . .
Ward expenses . . .
Fire alarm telegraph .




N,\sHUA, N. H., December 31, 1SS8.
The imdersigned. Joint Standing Committee on Accounts and Fi-
nances of the City of Nashua, for the year ending December 31st, 1S8S
have this day examined the foregoing accounts of Eugene INf. Bowman,
Citv Clerk, and find the same correctly cast, and sustained by proper










Funded six per cent, debt, Intercut payable semi-annually:
City bonds issued Januar\- 2. isc,,"). pay-
able 181)5, .... $-2.U0U 00
City note issued October 27. ISiWi, pas-
able 1891 10,000 00
City note issued October 27. bSfJfi, pay-
able 1896 8,000 00
City note issued Nov. 28, IHlid, pay-
able 1895, . . . \ 12,500 00
City bonds, issued August 1, 1870, pay-
able 1890, .... 8,900 00
City bonds issued August 1, 1870, pay-
able 1893, . . . \ 4,500 00
City bonds issued August 1, 1871, pay-
able 1891, . . . . 35,000 GO
City bonds issued July 1, 1872, payable
• 1892, in aid of Wilton Railroad
extension, .... 15,000 00
City bonds issued July 1, 1872, payable
1892, Nashua & Rochester Rail-
road, . ... . . 170.500 00
Citv bonds issued July 1. 1876, payable
1901, to fund the floatinff debt, . 75,000 00
Principal $341,400 00




Six per cent, demand note to Custodian
"Noyes Prize Medal Fund," . $1,000 00
Interest on same, . . . . 30 00
100
Demand note to Custodian Mary A.
Crowley Bequest, issued Sept.
20, 1887, .... $ ;]U0 00
City note issued June 28, 1880, at 3 1-2
per eent., payable 1890, . . 0,000 00
City note issued Dec. 0, 1888, at 4 1-4
percent., payable Dec. G, 188'J, 20,000 00





Amount in hands of the Trustees of the
Sinking Fund, to be used for the
liquidation of the debt created by
loans to raili'oads.—principal, $170,517 lo
Accrued interest on same, to Jan. 1, '89, 3.583 23
Cash in Ti-easurv. .... 8,447 Go
Uncollected taxes for 1888, . . 20.894 14
Total net debt Jan. 1, 1889,







ESTIMATE VALUE OF CI
City Hall Building and lot,
County Builili!!g and lot, .
City Farm and buiflings. .















Engine hoLise and stahlcs, Olive street, $34, .lOO 00
Heating appaiatns. fmnituiL- and lix-
tures Citv H;dl bnil ling, . . 5,000 00
Furniture, tixlures, Comity luiilding. . oOO 00
Personal property at Ciiy Farm, . i'>,7-)~ 86
Properts in h:m-is of lire dej)artnient,
as per Chief Engineer's report, . SG.'.utO 00
Horses, carts, harnesses, bhuikets, . 3,200 00
Street him ps and fixtures, . . 3,000 00
Highway tools 1,100 00
Watering troughs and fountains, . (JOO 00
Property in hands of police department, (J44 21
$1'.).S.432 13
SCHOOL HOUSES.
District Xo. 1, Lowell road,
- 5
'' " 3, Spring street,
" " 3. Main street,
" " 3, East Pearl street
'^ 3, Palm street,
" "3, Mulberry street,
" " 3, Lake street,
" "3, Edgeville,
" ' 4, Belvidere,
" " 5, Chandler street,
" >'
."i, Mt. Pleasant,
" " G, Amherst road,
- 7. ILdlis road,
" " 9, Dunstable road,
'• 10, '• "
•' - 11.
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JAMES B. FASSETT, Justice.
WILLIAM O. CLOUGH, Associate Justice.
FRED II. MORRILL, Clerk.
CHARLES W. HOITT. Solicitor.
OFFICERS.
WILLARD C. TOLLES, City Marshal.
WILLIAM W. WHEELER, Assistant Marshal.
WATCHMEN.
Captain—GEORGE W. DAVIS.
F. W. BURNHAM, F. J. CLIFFORD,
EDWARD NOLAN, F. L. FARNSWORTH,
ALBERT O. TITCOMB, A. C. BLAIN,




*Died April 26, 1888.
CITY MARSHAL'S REPORT.
City Marshal's Office,
Nashua, December 31, 1888.
To the Honorable Board of Mayor and Aldermen :
Gentlemen :— I most respectfully present this my annual
report of the city watch and police department of the City of
Nashua, for the year ending December 31, 1888.
The regular force at this time consists of twelve officers.
City Marshal, Assistant Marshal, one day patrolman, Captain
of the night watch and eight night watchmen, being the same
number as in the last six months of 1887. On the 26th of
April, one beat was made vacant by the death of Philip
Reilly. Special officer James Ryan filling the vacancy until
the middle of July, when Timothy B. Dempsey was assigned
and filled the vacancy for the remainder of the year.
The following report will give an account of the business of
the department during the past year, showing the number of
arrests and causes, how disposed of, males and females, their
occupation and nationality, amount of property stolen and re-
covered, number of lodgers, amount of money received through
police court, expenses, amount paid to city treasurer, incident-























Surety of the peace,
Insanity,
Keeping malt liquor for sale.
Keeping spirituous liquor for
Keeping open Sunday,





Obtaining board under false
Safe-keeping,
Rape.
Stealing a ride, .
Selling mortgaged property,
vStubborn child.







































Throwing stones in streets,
Vagabonds.
Suspicion,
Out of town officers, .
Milk cans not sealed, .






Paid fine and costs,
Sentence suspended by the court
Complaints not sustained.
Furnished bonds to appear at court,
Committed to County House of Correction, at Wilton
Committed to City House of Corr
Committed to County Jail,
Committed to State Industrial Scl
Committed to Insane Assvlum,
Escaped prisoners returned,
Furnished bonds to keep the peace
Complaints placed on file. .
Nol prosse,
Committed to tiie County House
Manchester,
Suspended by paying costs.
Suspended by paying fines.























Whole number of persons furnished with food and
lodging, ....... 1,333
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PROPERTY STOLEN AND RECOVERED.
Amount of property reported stolen,





Disturbances quelled without arrest,
Dogs killed, ....




Fires extinguished without alarm,
Fires discovered and alarms given.
Intoxicated persons assisted home.
Lost children restored.
Dead bodies recovered,
Obstructions removed from streets,
Obstructions removed from sidewalks.
Stores found open and secured,
















AMOUNT OF FINES AND COSTS.
Amount of fines and costs imposed by
Police Justice, .... $2,579 20
Less amount paid to witnesses and
other expenses, .... 432 43
Balance paid to City Treasurer, $2,146 77


























































































INVENTORY OF PROPERTY IN HANDS OF REGULAR OFFICERS.
1 City Marshal's badge,










1 pair leg irons. .
3 pairs old hatulcufis.




The funds of this department consist of the money received
as fines and costs through the Police Court, and of the Police
Court for the s;de of writs.
The expenses consist of pay rolls^for special police officers,
which are made quarterly ; police equipments, food for prison-
ers and lodgers, horse hire, travelling and other expenses.
The past year being one of Presidential Campaign and the
large French celebration in June, the police pay rolls were in-
creased to the amount of about three hundred dollars more
than years of ordinary excitement.
Amount of fines and costs received through the
Police Court, $2,579 20
Less amount paid witnesses and other expenses, 432 43
Balance paid City Treasurer, . . $2,146 77
POLICE STATION.
There has been no money expended for improvements or
alterations in the police station, and in my opinion would not
think it wise to do so, fearing the result would not be satis-
factory after doing so, but hope the day is not far distant when
a suitable building will be erected for the purpose, containing
a respectable and well ventilated lock-up, police court room,
Judge's and other offices required to carry on the business of
this department.
CONCLUSION.
I desire to express my thanks to the officers of the depart-
ment for their courteous and gentlemanly treatment toward me
and for their faithfulness and strict attention to the business of
the department, for the harmony and good feeling which has
113
existed among them during the year. I wish also to thank
officers of other cities for much vahiable assistance rendered in
the capture of criminals.
To his Honor, Mayor Tolles, members of the city govern-
ment and police committee for their co-operation ; Hon. J. B.
Fassett, Justice ; Associate Justice, W. O. Clough ; City So-
licitor, C. W. lloitt, for their forbearance and valuable coun-




REPORT OF THE BOARD OF HEALTH




The following is a summary of the work performed by the
Board of Health for the year ending December 31, 1888, as
taken from our health register.
Number of Nuisances reported and investigated, 107
Number of official notices sent, . . .57
Number of health certificates issued, . . 15
Number of traveling certificates issued, . .5
During the year the local physicians have reported the fol-
lowing diseases :
Scarlet fever, . . . . .41 cases.
Typhoid fever, . . . . . 24 "
Diphtheria, 19 "
A monthly report of these diseases was transmitted to the
State Board of Health at Concord. The physicians in charge
of the several cases were instructed to take every precaution to
guard against the spread of the contagious diseases and when
necessary, to notify this Board, that proper sanitary action
might be taken.
In accordance with a resolution passed by the City Councils
June 12, a garbage team was procured to collect decaying
animal and vegetable matter wdiich is not fit to be placed in
the city dumps. During the warmer months the team was
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run on Wednesday and Saturday of each week, and at the re-
quest of many of the prominent citizens it was continued on
Saturday of each week through the winter. The team was in
service 40 days and 70 loads of garbage were collected and
buried in a suitable locality. The inventoiy of the City Hos-
pital is the same as in former 3'cars. It is in no condition to
receive patients in case of an epedeinic. The necessary re-
pairs should be made upon the building.
We would suggest that during the coming year all possible
addition be made to the sewerage system, as one of the great-
est difficulties encountered by the Board was a means of dis-
posing of surface drainage which in many cases can be re-
moved in no other way.
The expenses of the Board are as follows :
Record book, $ 4 50
Postage and stationery, . . . 2 14











To the Honorable Board of Mayor and Aldermen and Com-
ma 7t Council of the City of Nashua :
Gentlemen :—In compliance with the provisions of Sec-
tion VI, of the city ordinance relative to the Fire Department,
I hereby submit the following report of fires, losses and in-
surance, as near as could be ascertained ; the condition of
property in the department, location of reservoirs and hydrants,
working force, and such other matter as may be of interest to
your honorable body, and in my judgment beneficial to the
department.
The department has responded to tliirty alarms the past
year—subjoined are the details :
Total value of property destroyed, . $32,208 30
Insurance paid on same, . . . 23,328 20
Loss over insurance, . . $8,880 10
FIRES AND ALARMS, 1888.
January 6—Box 61, 11.20 p. m.. Main street. Wood frame
building, owned by Geo, A. Wason, occupied by John Moran.
Loss on building, $100 ; no insurance ; loss on stock, $15.00,
insurance paid, $15.00 ; cause of fire, incendiary.
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January 11—Box 87, 7.15 A. m., Water street. Nashua
Bobbin and Shuttle Co. Fire extinguished by the use of hose
kept in room for fire purpose. No loss ; cause of fire, shav-
ings flew into gas light and falling upon floor started a fire.
February 2—Box 18, 7.15 a. m. Nashua Manufacturing
Co., picker room ; loss on building and stock, $3,000 ; insur-
ance $3,000 ; cause of fire unknown, probably nail passing
through picker.
February 18—Box 42, 7.15 p. m., Crown street. Wood
frame building, owned and occupied by C. A. Cross ; loss
$10.00, insurance $10.00 ; cause of fire, pipe in overcoat pock-
et, hanging in hall.
March 3—Box 16, 12.40 p. M., Railroad Square. Boston &
Lowell Railroad building, occupied by Williams Hall, flour
and grain store ; loss on building, $54.00 ; insurance, $54.00 ;
loss on stock, $94.00 ; insurance, $94.00 ; cause of fire, burn-
ing out of chimney.
March 20—Box 16, 9.00 p. m., Fairmount Heights. Wood
frame dwelling, owned by Robert McLaren, occupied by J. E.
Johnson ; loss on bdilding, $800 ; insurance, $400. J. E.
Johnson's loss on contents, $100 ; insurance, $100; cause of
fire unknown.
April 1—Box 87, Main street. Wood frame building faced
with brick, known as Goddard Block, owned by Goddard
heirs ; occupied by the following firms : Murch & Reed, shoe
dealers; J. Wolfman, clothier; A. D. Farley, photographer.
Goddard Heirs, loss on building, $491.00 ; insurance, $491.00.
Murch & Reed, loss on stock, $500.00 ; insurance, $500.00.
J. Wolfman, loss on stock, $575.00 ; insurance, $575.00.
Cause of fire, defective flue.
May 8—4.15 p. m. Call to the engine house ; fire in woods
on Amherst road. C I. Bagley, loss on lumber, $50.00 ; no
insurance ; cause of fire, burning brush.
1
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May 31—Box 61, 4.40 p. m.. East Bowery street. Wood
frame building, owned by A. Webster ; no loss ; fire caused by
children playing with matches.
June 26—Box 61, 2.10 a. m., 347 Main street. Barn owned
by George H. Atwood ; loss $200, no insurance ; cause of fire,
incendiary.
July 3—Box 16, 11.00 p. m., corner Main and Lock streets.
Building owned by Greeley Heirs, occupied by tlie following
firms : Smith & Yeaw, masons ; J. D. Bickford & Co., painters ;
M. H. O'Grady, bottler; Howard, French & Heald, furniture
finishing. Greeley Heirs, loss on building, $2,000 ; insurance
$2,000 ; Smith & Yeaw, loss $15.00, insurance $15.00 ; J. D.
Bickford & Co., loss $104, insurance $104; M. H. O'Grady,
loss $200, insurance $200 ; Howard, French & Heald, loss
$1,700, insurance $1,700 ; cause of fire incendiary.
July 4—Box 35, 10.15 a. m. Wood frame dwelling l.ouse
on Chandler street ; no fire.
July 15—Box'84, 1.30 a. m. VVtJod frame dwelling house
corner Nashua Ave. and High street, owned by Patrick Early,
occupied by Patrick Jones; loss $12.00, insurance $12.00;
cause of fire, defective flue.
August 7—Box (U, 1.20 A. M., Bower) street. Furniture
Manufactory, owned by J. M. Fletcher; occupied by Shattuck
Brothers & Co., loss on building $1,000, no insurance ; Shat-
tuck Brothers & Co., loss S2,5()0. insurance $1 ,500 ; cause of
fire, sparks from boiler.
August 22—12.30 A. M., Still alarm, Main street, Merchants
Exchange Block, office of Second National Bank, loss $40.00,
insurance $40.00 ; cause of fire, electric light wire attached to
gas pipe.
September 14—Box 46, 11.10 a. m., Marshall street. Cot-
tage house owned by J. C. Lund, occupied by John Kenney ;
no loss ; cause of fire, no chimney above roof.
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September 29—Box 97, 9.15 A. M. False alarm.
October 6—Box 81, 11.50 A. m., Pearl street. Brick build-
ing owned by Charles Chase, occupied by O. D. Murray &
Co. Murray & Co.'s loss $150, insurance, $150 ; cause of tire,
spontaneous combustion of chemicals.
October 10—Box 34, 2.00 p. M., Chandler street. Tene-
ment house owned by John D. Cliandler, occupied by Alfred
Richards and Moise Moeiott ; loss on building $60, insurance
$00 ; cause of fire spark from chimney falling on roof.
October 30—Box 87, 4.30 p. M. Wood frame tenement
house owned by Mrs. Thomas Sullivan, occupied by the fam-
ilies of Patrick Spillane. Patrick Gaflney and Michael Connell.
Loss on building, $176.00; insurance $176.00; loss on con-
tents $100.00, no insurance ; cause of fire, children playing
with matches.
November 20—Box 81, 1.20 a. m.. Chestnut, corner Pearl
street. Wood frame building owned by Pease & Avery ; oc-
cupied by Pease & Avery, storage for furniture ; B. .S. W^oods,
groceries; Brodeur & Co., meat market; Frank P. Mellen,
tenent. Pease & Avery, loss on building, $5,000, insurance
$5,000 ; loss on contents, $2,500, insurance $1,000 ; B S.
Woods, loss $3,000, insurance $1,000; Brodeur & Co., loss
$680, insurance $680 ; Frank P. Mellen, loss $300, no insur-
ance ; E. O. Blunt & Co., loss on building $165, insurance
$165 ; cause of fire, defective flue.
November 23—Box 18, 10 p. M., Charles street. Wood
frame building, owned and occupied by Isaac Eaton Shuttle
and Bobbin Co. Loss on building and stock, $1,446, insurance
$1,446 ; cause of fire, overheated bearing.
November 28— Box <S7, 11.15 v. m. False alarm.
December 1— Box 38, 1.30 p. m.. Bridge street. Brick
block, owned and occupied by Goo. B. McQtiesten, as gro-
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eery store ; loss on building and stock $1,650. insurance $1,650 ;
cause of fire, careless use of matches while drawing kerosene
oil.
December 2—Box 71, 11.40 a. m. Tenement house in
court off Ledge street, owned by J. B. Parker, occupied by
French families ; loss on building $G5.00, insurance $65.00;
cause of fire, smoking in bed.
December 14—Box 34, 2.00 p. m., Ridge street. Chimney
fire ; no loss.
December 1.5—Box 84, 2.30 A. m., corner Higli anti Harri-
son streets. Wood frame building owned by Michael Gaflf-
ney, occupied by Mrs. Henry, Michael Corliss and John Smith.
Loss on building $262.79, insurance $262.79 ; Mrs. Henry's
loss $200, no insurance; Michael Corliss' loss $200, no insur-
ance ; John Smith's loss $200. no insurance ; cause of fire,
defective flue.
December 23—Box 49, 12.45 a. m., Temple street. Wil-
liams Foundry ; no loss ; cause of fire, careless handling of
coal ashes.
December 28—Box 87, 10.00 am., School street. Chimney
fire ; no loss.
December 28—Box 68, 9.15 p. m., Kinsley street. Barn
owned and occupied by Q. A. Woodward as a storage for
carriages ; loss on building $200, insurance $200 ; loss on car-
riages $600, insurance $600 ; cause of fire, incendiary.
APPARATUS AND HOSE.
The apparatus consists of three Amoskeag steam fire engines,
three one horse hose carriages, carrying 1000 feet of fabric hose
each, one four wheeled hand hose carriage, carrying 600 feet,
one hook and ladder truck ; all of which are in good condi-
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tion. There is at present belonging .to the department, 7,500
feet of fabric hose, all of which is in good condition. As there
is more or less hose taken out of service every year, I would
recommend that fifteen hundred feet of the best fabric hose be
purchased the present year, so as to keep up the supply ; for
good hose and plenty of it is one of the most essential things
of a first-class fire department.
MANUAL FORCE.
The department consists of Chief Engineer, four Assistant
Engineers, seventeen members each of engine companies,
Torrent, No. 1, and Niagara, No. 2 ; twelve members of Pen-
nichuck Hose Co., No. 1 ; ten members of Belvidere Hose
Co., No. 2 ; eighteen members of Union Hook and Ladder
Co., No. 1 ; six drivers, total membership, eightv-five.
KESKR^'OIRS AXD H'S'DRANTS.
Six post hydrants v\ ere purchased tlie past year, three to re-
place hydrants that were condemned, four were set in new
localities. There should be a sufficient sum of money appro-
priated for hydrants to replace all of the Perkins hydrants now
in use, as they are not reliable for fire sendee ; also for purchas-
ing new hvdrants to cover unprotected parts of ovn^ city.
FIRE ALARM TELEGRAPir.
The great value of this branch of the service becomes moi-e
apparent each year. The saving of loss by fire and water
since its introduction three years ago can readily be seen by
chief engineers' reports of previous years. Two new boxes
have been located the past year, one at the corner of North
Central and North Elm streets, and one on the engine house ;
also one tower striker on Jackson Co.'s mills, added to tlie sys-
tem, all of which are in good condition.
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FIREMEN S RELrKF ASSOCIATION.
The objects of this association are to furnish assistance to
such of its members as may be so unfortunate as to receive in-
juries to body or health while in the discharge of their duties
as firemen. It is supported by an annual assessment upon its
members ; by the proceeds of an annual ball given by the asso-
ciation and by such donations from our citizens as approve of
its objects and are willing to assist it. It is the desire of the
association to accumulate a sufficient fund, the income of which,
shall be suflicient to meet its obligations to. its members, when
further appeal to our citizens will be unnecessar}'. I desire,
in behalf of the association, to thank those who have aided us
in the past, and would be very thankful for like favors in the ,
future. Tlie follow ing is a statement of the fund :
—
Total amount in treasury January 1, 1889. $1,747.82.
The following donations have been made since the organiza-
tion of the association, Feb. 5, 1884:
E. B. Hammond heirs, by G. F. Hammond, . $100 00
W. & N. R. R., by Frank Barr, Agent, . . 100 00
Beasom heirs, by C. B. Hill, .... 10000
A. H. Dunlap & Sons, 100 00
Nashua Manufacturing Co., by E. M. Shaw, Agt. 100 00
Parochial School, by Rev. Patrick Houlihan, . 2.5 00
Patrick Barry, 25 00
Moody. Estabrook & Andersons, . . . 150 00
RECOMMENDATIONS.
In closing my report I desire to renew the recommendations
of last year, that a pair of swinging harnesses be purchased
for the Hook and Ladder truck, as it is essential that this piece
of apparatus should be one of the first at a fire, also two single
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swinging harnesses for steamer Companies Nos. 1 and 2 hose
carri:iges. The swinging harness was one of the most welcome
devices ever introduced into the fire service, and the early ap-
pearance of a part of onr fire apparatns on the street after the
sounding of an alarm is due mainly to their introduction into
our department, therefore I recommend them for all the ap-
paratus.
I would most respectfully renew my suggestion of last year,
that a chemical engine be purchased ; their usefulness has been
so fully demonstrated as to saving of loss by water that our
department is far from being complete without one of these
valuable machines.
I would recommend that a new hook and ladder truck of
modern design be purchased to take the place of the old one
now in use. It has been the case at almost every fire the past
year, in order to get ladders wanted for use, the truck has had
to be stripped of part of the ladders to get them ; this should
not be, as it is losing valuable time, and in case of fire, quick
time is very important in doing good and efficient work, there-
fore give the department a first-class, modern hook and ladder
truck.
I would also recommend the purchase of large rubber blank-
ets, to be used as covers, same as are in use by protective or
insurance patrols in other cities, for covering goods. By the
use of these covers there would be a large saving yearly of
damage to goods by water.
I would most respectfully renew my suggestion of last year,
that an engine house be built at once on the north side of the
river. All we require is the building, as we have apparatus
enough to equip it.
CONCLUSION.
To his Honor, the Mayor, I desire to express my thanks for
his uniform courtesy and for the kindly interest he has at all
times manifested in the welfare of this Department; also to the
members of the committee on fire department for such aid and
encouragement as they have seen fit to bestow upon this de-
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partment. wc are truly gr.iteful ; to the assistant engineers as-
soci;itcd with mc for their prompt and faithful aid given at all
times ; to the officers and members of this department for the
prompt aid faithful manner in which tiiey have performeil all






LOCA'i ION OF FIRE ALARM BOXES.
No. 16—Corner Clinton street, Railroad Square. Keys at
Reed's market, Laton House and W. O. Flanders' stable.
No. 18—Locust, corner Winter street. Keys at W. vS.
Jackman's, 13 Locust street, Allen Wilson's, corner Franklin
and Locust streets and Isaac Eaton & Son, shuttle works,
Charles street.
No. ly—Amherst, cor. Merrimack street. Keys at Brewer's
house, corner Amherst and Merrimack, Joshua Hunt's, 37
Amherst sti'eet. and Howard, French & Heald's shop.
No. 21—Junction Manchester and Merrimack street. Key
on box and at Granite State Laiuidr}'.
No. 24—Stark Square. Key on box and at Luke Farley's,
corner Concord and Orang'c streets, H. T. Armington's, cor.
Orange and Concortl street.
No. 25—Concord, corner Courtland street. Key on box and
at E. O. Woods', 59 Concord street.
No. 27—Orange Square. Key on box and at D. M. Smith's,
corner Lock and Orange street, Crosby Invalid Furniture Co.'s
shop, Lowell street.
No. 31—Cross corner Canr.l street. Keys at W. H. At-
wood's. corner Canal and Cross streets, B. & L. R. R. shop,
M. F. Sprague, corner Cross and North Central streets.
No. 34—Nortii Central, corner North Elm street. Kev at
D. B. Lezzott's store.
No. 35—Jackson Co.'s counting room. Key at the office.
No. 38—Bridge, corner Jackson street. Keys at G. B. Mc-
Questen's store, G. B. McQiiesten's house, 47 Bridge street.
Concord freiglit office.
No. 42—Crown, corner DentcMi street. Keys at Gregg's
sash and l)lind shop, Flathers' Machine shop. Crown street.
Glen lio use,Denton street.
No. 43—Edgeville, Edge Tool Co. Yard. Key in office.
No. 46—East Hollis st., near Freezer Co. Keys at Freezer
Co. office, and Proctor Brotliers' office.
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No. 49—Temple street, opp. Nashua Iron Foundry. Keys
at the office and at Patrick Tobin's house, Temple street.
No. 52—Tyler street, east c.f Plate Mill. Key at. Iron &
Steel Co.'s office.
No. 53—Quincy street, opp. Cross & Tolles' shop. Keys
at Cross & Tolles' office, Nashua Iron & Steel Co.'s office,
Nashua Lock Co.'s office.
No. 57—Main, corner East HoUis street. Key on box and
at W. A. Tracy's, corner Main and East Hollis streets, B. &
M. freight office, J. W. Clark's store, Main street.
No. 61—Main, corner Bowery street. Keys at A. F. Major's,
Main street, J. M. Fletcher's office, Bowery street, Mrs. Sul-
livan's house. Main street.
No. 64—Main street, opposite Vale Mills. Key on box and
at Charles Morrill's house. Main street, John Vickery's house,
Lake street.
No. 68—Kinsley, corner Chestnut street. Keys at George
Anderson's house, H. J. George's house, 52 Kinsley street.
No. 71—Palm street, corner shoe shop. Key at shoe shop
office, J. L. Thompson's house. Palm street.
No. 74—Basin street. Key at Nashua Manufacturing Co.'s
office, boarding house No. 10 Vine Street.
No. 78—Chestnut, corner South Central street. Keys at
Blunt's store, P. J. Flaherty's, corner South Central and Chest-
nut streets, Fisher pump shop, Geo. H. Whitney's house, 57
Walnut street.
No. 81—Pearl, corner Elm street. Key on box and at A. J.
Blood & Co.'s store, Pearl street, F. M. Eayrs' house, 3 Elm
street, Tremont Livery Stable office, Pearl street.
No. 84—Main street, foot of High. Key on box and at J.
W. White's drug store. Main street.
No. 87—Factory, corner W^ashington street. Keys at A. S.
Powers' store, Mrs. Wheeler's, Factory street, Nashua Bobbin
and Shuttle Co.'s office. Water street.
No. 91—Temple, corner Cottage street. Key on box and
at F. B. Goodhue's house, 40 Temple street.
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No. 92—Engine house. Key in house.
No. 94—Main, corner Park street. Key on box and at C.
H. Nutt's store, Isaiah Robbins, Jr.'s store. Main street.
No. 97—Nashua Card and Glazed Paper Co., on building.
Key on box.
Also keys will be found in the hands of all regular police.
INSTRUCTIONS TO KEY HOLDERS AND CITIZENS.
1. Upon the discovery of a fire go to the nearest box to the
fire, unlock the box, pull down the hook as far as it will go
and then let go, shut the door, do not try to remove the key as
it is locked in, and can only be removed b}' one of the engineers,
who will, as soon as convenient, release and retin-n it.
2. All persons giving fire alarms should remain a while, if
possible, by the box so as to direct the firemen to the fire.
3. No person will give an alarm for the same fire after the
first alarm has been given, without an order from an engineer
or the ofllicer in command, and the person so ordered will be
sure to go to the same box from which the first alarm was given,
and report the same to the Chief Engineer.
4. Never signal for a fire seen at a distance. Never touch
the box except to give an alarm of fire. Don't give an alarm
for a chimney fire.
5. Never let the key go out of your possession unless called
for by the Chief Engineer. If you change your residence or





Franklin street, corner Front.
Franklin street, corner Charles.
Fletcher street, corner North School.
Auburn street, front Barnard's house.
Amherst street, opposite Vernon.
Amherst street, opposite Bruce.
Merrimack street, corner Aailierst.
Manchester street, corner Courtland.
Concord street, Stark Square.
Merrimack street, corner French.
Highland street, front Dunlap's house.
Ward 2.
Concord street, corner Stark.
Concord street, front Norton's house.
Granite street, corner Summer.
Lowell street, corner Canal.
Cross street, corner Canal.
Lock street, corner Granite.
Lock street, corner Cross.
Lock street, opposite Salem.
Railroad Squai"e, opposite Laton House.
Ward 3.
North Elm street, opposite Shattuck.
Lock street, head of Chandler.
Chandler street, corner Canal.
Amory street, corner Bridge.
Bridge street, opposite Jackson.
Belknap street.
Crown street, corner Chase.
East HoUis street, corner Chase.
North Elm street, corner North Central.
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Ward 4.
Pearsons Avenue, east end.
Park street, corner Main.
Main street, front City Hall.
Main street, opposite High.
East Pearl btreet, corner Cottage.
Temple street, head of Spring.
Temple street, corner East Bowers.
East Pearl street, corner South.
Worcester street, corner Howard.
Ward 5.
Water street, east of Mechanic street.
Water street, east of Washington.
Water street, west of Wasliington.
Factory street, opposite Washington.
Factory street, opposite Mechanic.
School street, corner High.
Ward 6.
West Pearl street, corner Elm.
West Pearl street, corner Walnut.
Elm street, opposite Theatre.
Vine street, corner West Pearl.
Palm street corner South Central.
West HoUis street, corner Vine.
West Hollis street, corner Pine.
West Hollis street, corner Hanover.
West Hollis street, corner Beech.
Walnut street, opposite Pleasant.
Kinsley j^treet, corner Elm.
Kinsley street, corner Vine.
Ledge street, corner Pine.
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Ward 7.
Main street, corner Eldridge.
East HoUis jstreet, corner Main.
Main street, opposite Kiiislev.
Main street, corner Bowery.
East Mollis street, front Whitne\'s shop.
East Hollis street, opposite (^iiinc\ .
East Hollis street, corner Ihnbor A\enue.
East Hollis street, front Proctor Bros.' shop.
East Hollis street, front Fiee/tr Co.
Crown street, front No\cs' house.
Arlington street, south of A. K. Woodbvuy's house.
Bovvers street, corner Alld's Road.
Marshall street, north of Acton railroad.
Harbor Avenue, opposite Bowery.
Harbor Avenue, foot of Prospect.
Bovv'ers street, corner Dearborn.
Prospect street, corner Dearborn.
Worcester street, corner Mason.
Holmes street, corner Foundry.
Qiiincy street, head of Foundry.
Si)ring street, opposite Eldridge.
Ward 8.
Main street, opposite Lake.
Main street, corner Alld's Road.
Main street, corner Russell's Avenue.
Palm street, front Sullivan's house.
Kinsley street, corner Pine.
South Middle street, north end.
Chestnut street, corner Nevada.
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LOCATION OF RESERVOIRS.
Locust street, junction Winter.
Amherst street, head of Auburn.
Abbot street, crossing French.
Abbot Square.
Concord street, head of Rural.
Orange Square.
Summer street, crossing North Fine.
North Central street, crossing Cross.
Bridge street, school house yard.
Arlington street, head of South Auburn.
East Hollis street, crossing Alld's Road.
East Hollis street, head of Qiiincy.
Main street, crossing Pearl.
Main street, head of Prospect.
West Hollis street, front French church.
Kinsley street, crossing Walnut.
Pine street, rear of shoe shop.
Temple sti'eet, corner Main.
Temple street, crossing Cottage.
Factory street, head of Chestnut. Supplied from Nashua
Manufacturing Co.'s Canal.
Fire station, Pearsons Avenue. Supplied from river.
ESTIMATED VALUE OF PROPERTY.
Torrent Steamer and tender. No. 1,
Niagara Steamer and tender, No. 2,
Indian Head Steamer, No. 3,
Union Hook and Ladder Truck, No.
Pennichuck Hose, No. 1, .
Belvidere Hose, No. 2,
Two jumpers, .
Steamer hose, 8,000 feet, .





























Torrent Steam Fire Engine Company, No. 1,
Name.
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Pennichuck Hose Company, No. 1
Name.
^epoft of tl)e City f^l\y^idikT|.




I herewith submit my report for the year ending December
31, 1888:
No. visits made within city limits, .... 189
" " at police station, .... 27
" '' at city farm, ..... 25
241
No. office calls, ....
" children vaccinated, .
'' insane persons examined, .





August 15, Ellen Sullivan, age 47—consumption.
September 25, Charles Peltier, age 37—typho-pneumonia.
September 25, Victor Frennette, age 22—consumption.
November 14, Adelle C. Peltier, age 46—typhoid fever.
At city farm, Jan. 26, Chas. H. Duncklee, age 84—old age.
August 16, Joshua F. Whittle, M. D., age 68—paralyses.
Respectfully submitted,
A. W. SHEA, City Physician.
^tciteii)er\t of tl^e Colledtoi^ of l^k-xe^.
AMOUNT GIVEN TO COLLECTOR ON BOOK,
State tax,
f^ecpoft of t\\Q dity Solicitor.
To the City Councils of the City of Nashua :
I beg leave to submit the following- i-eport as to the status of
the actions now pending in the comts in which the City of
Nasliua is a party.
The so-called Knibbs Valve cases have been disposed of in
the United States Courts bv judgment being re-alKrmed for the
city. I might add that 1 understand now there is no chance
for the city to be further troubled bv this litigation, the time
having expired in which actions mav be brought.
The Worcester, Nashua & Rochester R. R. v. Nashua.
This action is an appeal from assessment of damages by the
County Commissioners and was mentioned by me in my re-
port of last year. It was marked for trial by jury at the last
September term of court, but was not reached by the court
and same was continued and is now pending.
Shea v. Nashua.
This action was brought on for trial at Manchester at the
March term of the Supreme Court, before a jury, who gave a
verdict for plaintiff for $1850, which later was paid and the
action so settled.
Stetson v. Nashua.
This action was brought to recover damages for injuries re-
ceived on Spring street, by reason of a defect in the sidewalk.
It was tried by jury at the September term of the Supreme




The plaintiff in this action alleged that she received a broken
wrist by reason of a defective sidewalk on Kinsley street. It
was tried by a jury at the September term and the verdict was
given by them in favor of the city. A motion for a new trial,
made by the plaintiff, was subsequently overruled and judg-
ment rendered for the city.
Peacock v. Nashua.
This action was also tried at said September term by a jury.
The plaintiff claimed to have been injured by reason of a de-
fect in the highway on Arlington street. In this trial the jury
disagreed, and later the case was continued and is now pend-
ing.
O'Keane v. Nashua.
In this action the plaintiff seeks to recover damages for in-
juries received on Canal street, by reason of an icey sidewalk
in the winter of 1887. It was marked for trial by jury but the
September term list was not reached before adjournment of
coui't. It was subsequently continued and is now pending.
Paris v. Nashua.
This action was brought to recover damages for injuries re-
ceived while the plaintiff was employed in the building of the
sewer on HoUis street. It is continued to the next term of
court.
Lawrence v. Nashua.
Is an action brought by plaintiff to recover for injuries re-
ceived on the highway near Whitford's Mill, so called. It is
still pending.
Chase v. Nashua.
This action was brought during summer of 1888, for injuries
received on Tyler street. It was entered at the September
term of Court and is now pending.
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Farwell v. Nashua.
The plaintiff' alleged injuries received by his team on Canal
street, caused b)' the track of the Nashua vStreet Railway. It
was entered at the Septenil)er term and is now pending.
Greely v. Nashua.
The plaintiff' petitions the Court for an increase of damages
awarded by the Board oF Aldermen in the extension of Buck
street. No progress has been made since my former report.
The Committee on Claims have held several meetings dur-
ing the year to which I have been invited, and at which several
claims have been considered and referred to the Solicitor for
consideration and adjustment, reports of which I am informed
have been previouslv submitted to your Honorable Board.
Very many cases have been tried by me in the Police Court in
behalf of the State, of which it is perhaps needless for me to
make any extended report.
In concluding I will only acid that notwithstanding the com-
paratively large number of actions which have been brought
against the city during the four years last past that I have held
the position of Solicitor of the citv but two verdicts, those
previously mentioned, have been given against the city.
Respectfully submitted.
CHARLES W. HOITT, Solicitor.
TWENTY-SECOND ANNUAL REPORT
Trustees of the Public Library.
To the Honorable City Council:
Gentlemen :—The Trustees take pleasure in stating that
through the wise appropriation of two thousand dolhus by your
Honorable Body they have been able to overcome largely the
crowded condition of the library rooms.referred to in their last
report, by the adtlition of a substantial brick building, afford-
ing a light and convenient room twenty feet square, with slielv-
ing^on three sides, wliich, for the present, gives ample space
for the books without placing any in double rows as heretofore.
In view of the expense of a new catalogue, which wras ex-
pected would be incurred at an earlier date, but was necessarily
delayed until room was provided to properly arrange the books,
the addition of new books has been somewhat curtailed but
not entirely suspended, so that the number of volumes has
reached the very creditable number of ninety-three hundred
and thirty-seven (9337).
It will be seen by the Librarian's report that there is very
little variation in the number of books given out daily from the
preceding year, but when the new catalogue is completed and
new books added the demand will very likely be largely in-
creased, but with the systematic arrangement of the books
contemplated the Librarian will be able to serve the patrons
with greater ease and facility.
The reports of the Treasurer and Librarian which follow
will afford detailed information wdiich we trust will be satis-
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factory to those at whose expense this public educator is main-
tained.









7rustees of the Public Library.
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CONDENSED REPORT.
V. C. Oilman, Ireas.. in acct.ivith Nashua Pjihlic Library.
Dr.
1888.
Jan. 1, To balance in tieas. from 1887,
" 27, " cash of Librarian for fines,
semi-annnal appropriation,














This is to certify tliat we have examined the foregoing ac-
count of V. C. Gihnan, Treaurer, and find it correctly cast
and the payments supported by proper vouchers.
John H. Goodale,
| ^„^,y,^,W. W. Bailey, > ^^a^tors.
Nashua, March 6, 1889.
i4a
CITY LIBRARIAN'S REPORT.
To the Trustees of the Public Library:
Since the last report given January 1, 1888, the Library has
been open for the delivery of books, two liundred and seventy-
three days (273) during which time thirty-one thousand books
(31,000) have been deh'vered, a fraction over one hundred and
thirteen each day- Money paid to treasurer is less than in former
years, as there have been no catalogues for sale. A large num-
ber of books, too much worn for use, have been thrown aside,
and been replaced by new ones.
Number of new cards issued,
Whole number issued,*
Number of books belonging to library. .
Increase during the year.
Volumes re-bound, ....
Amount of money received for fines.
Library expenses, incidentals,
Amount paid to treasurer.
Respectfully submitted,




hi the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-eight.
AN ORDINANCE.
Be it ordainetl by the Mayor and Aldermen and Common
Conncil of the City of Nashua in City Councils assembled,
as follows :
That Section II, Chapter IV, of the Revised Ordinances be
amended by striking out the word "ten," in the fourth line
thereof, and inserting the word "eleven" in said fourth line
after the word "exceeding," so that said section amended shall
read as follows : The Mayor and Aldermen may from time to
time ord^r a suitable watch to be kept in the night time and
for that purpose may appoint any numj^er of watchmen not
exceeding eleven, which they may deem necessary, and estab-
lish all needful rules and regulations for the govermnent of
such watch.
This amendment shall take eftcct on and after its passage.
In Board of Common Council, passed June i^^ 1888.
A. H. Bailey, President.
In Board of Mayor and Aldermen, passed June '26. 1888.
y. H. ToLLES, Mayor.
A true copy, attest,
E. M. Bowman, City Clerk.
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CITY OF NASHUA.
In the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-eight.
AN ORDINANCE
To amend Chapter X, of the Revised Ordinances.
Be it orchuned by the Mayor and Aldermen and Common
Council of the City of Nashua, in City Councils assembled,
as follows :
That Section I, Chapter X, of the Revised Ordinances is
hereby amended by striking out the words "for one sink,
$3.00, for full tenement privileges, $5.00," and inserting the
words "for one sewer entrance, $1.00.".
Section II. All ordinances and parts of ordinances in coil-
flict with above are hereby repealed.
In Board of Common Council, passed Nov. 13, 1888.
A. H. Bailey. President.
In Board of Aldermen, passed Oct. 24, 1888.
J. H. ToLLES, Mayor.
A true copy, attest,
E. M. Bowman, City Clerk.
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The Following Persons Died out of Town and Brought






Nov. 6 Boston, Mass.
Boston,











































































Grafton James Gleason ...
Lawrence, Mass Mary Dubie
St. Paul, Minn Wm'. Barrett
Laconia Mary J. Knapp..
.
Manchester Jane \V. Wright..
Lynn, Mass Etta B. Burnham
Candia Ellen P\ Jones....
Bellows Falls, Vt Beatrice Bantil...
Lowell, Mass Susan C. Ashley.,
Lucy A. Webster



























CITY OF NASHUA, N. H.
FOR THE YEAR 1888,
WITH THE
RULES AND REGULATIONS OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
NASHUA, N. H.
JAS. H. BARKER, BOOK AND JOB PRINTER,
1889.
BOARD OF EDUCATION.
OFFICE OF THE CLERK.
Nashua, N. H., February 28, 1889.
At a meeting of the Board of Education the annual report
of the Superintendent'of the Public Schools was presented.
The report was accepted and the usual number ordered
printed.
Attest: J. E. TOLLES, Clerk.
BOARD OF EDUCATION.
ORGANIZATION, 1889.
WEBSTER P. HUSSEY, President,
JASON E. TOLLES, Clerk.
MEMBERS.
Term Expires December ji,
Oilman C. Shattuck. Jason E. Tolles,
William T. Spear, Fred W. Estabrook.
Term Expires December J/, i8go.
Webster P. Hussev, Stephen N. Barker,
John H. Goodale, Osman B. Tilton.
Term Expires December J/, i8gi.
John H. Vickery, Randolph P. Moseley,
George R. Pierce, George E. Anderson.
Regular meeting of the Board, last Thursday evening in
each month, at 7.30 o'clock.
Superintendent of Schools^
O. S. WILLIAMS.
Office: High School Building, Spring street.
Office Hours: 8.30 to 9.30 a. m., 12 to 12.30, and 4.30 to
5 p. M., on all school days.
STANDING COMMITTEES.
Fijiance^ Acco?inis^ and Claims^—Messrs. Vickery, Tilton,.
and Pierce.
School Hotises and Supplies,—Messrs. ToUes, Barker, and
Moseley.
Text Books and Teachers.—Messrs. Shattuck, Goodale,.
Estabrook, Tilton, and Anderson.
Boundaries and Assi^-nwents—Alessrs. Spear, Shattuck,
and Anderson.
Alusic^—President Hussey, Messrs. Estabrook, Tolles, and
Moseley.
SUB COMMITTEES.
Spring- Street School.,—President Hussey, Messrs. Goodale,
Spear, Shattuck, Tilton, and Moseley.
Alt. Pleasant School,—Messrs. Shattuck, Barker, and Pierce.
AIai7t St. School.,—Messrs. Vickery, Tolles, and Anderson.
Harbor and Edgeville School,—Messrs. Tilton, andiVick-
ery.
Palm and Mnlbcrry Street School,—Messrs. Estabrook,
Goodale, and Anderson.
Belvidere and O'Donnell Schools,—Messrs. Spear, Bar-
ker, and Moseley.
Suburban Schools,—Messrs. Tolles, Estabrook, and Pierce.
SPECIAL COMMITTEES.
Evening Schools,—Messrs. Spear and Anderson.
Alilitary and Physical Training,—Messrs. Tolles, Vick-
ery, and Pierce.
Drawing,—Messrs. Tilton and Moseley.





To the Board of Edjication of the City of Nashua^ N. H. :
Gentlemen:— I herewith respectfully submit my second
annual report upon the Public Schools of this city, the same
being for the year ending December 31, 1888, and the Twenty-
second of the series of annual school reports.
PERMANENT IMPROVEMENTS.
The sanitary condition of several school buildings has been
so much improved that it is with pleasure th.it I call special
attention to these improvements. Not so much for the purpose
of reminding you of what has been accomplished through*
the special efforts of the committee on School Houses and Sup-
plies, as to inform the general public concerning at least some
of the expenditures that have been made for the comfort and
good health of pupils.
Up to the close of the school year in June 1888, the con-
dition of the out-buildings at the Harbor School had become
so offensive, and presumably unhealthy, that many parents were
solicitous about their children who were required to attend the
school, in some cases keeping them at home rather than subject
them to the foul air and bad drainage that must confront them
at the school.
The standing committee whose duty it is to inquire into and
remedy such a condition of things, found, on personal inspec-
tion of the premises, that there was good and sufficient cause
for the complaint. There was no provision for drainage,, and
no sewer connections. The waste water from the sinks was
conducted under the building and emptied upon the surface of
the ground, and the vaults and urinals were of the most prim-
itive construction. By permission of the Board, and with as-
sistance from the city government in putting in a sewer from
Main street to a point opposite the school house, the outbuildings
have been entirely reconstructed as to the internal arrangement,
furnished with water for flushing the bowls and urinals, and a
written guarantee given by Mr. Gay, who did the work, that
there shall be no obstructions from freezing in the coldest
weather. Every thing that might prove offensive or detrimen-
tal to the health of children, is now conducted direct to the
sewer ; and parents whose children are attending the Harbor
school can now rest assured that they will contract no disease
on account of bad arrangement or condition of outbuildings
and waste pipes. This is an item of inestimable worth, and has
been secured by an expenditure of between five and six hundred
dollars. It is a permanent and positive improvement, and re-
moves from my mind the source of no trifling anxiety.
At the Spring St. building it had been frequently remarked
that the appearance of the walls and ceilings did not compare
with the otherwise tidy and somewhat tasty appointments of
the building. It gave to strangers an impression of indifference
on the part of those who should look after the repairs. The
walls (aside from their dinginess) were white, and by the
unnatural glare caused by the smooth surface, severely taxed
the eyes of both pupils and teachers. It was, I think, a
wise conclusion that the committee arrived at, after ex-
amining the building and receiving estimates and proposals,,
to have the whole interior plastering tinted with such shades
as would be pleasing and restful to the eye, and present a
surface without luster. The improved appearance of the
building will testify to the success of the undertaking.
Trouble had also been experienced at this building from the
insufficient supply of water. At times when the tanks were
filling in the basement no water could be obtained on the
second floor. To remedy this the supply pipe from Qiiincy
street was taken up and replaced by a much larger one. The
water supply is now abundant for all purposes.
Qiiite extensive repairs and improvements were made at
Main St. School house including the laying of new hard wood
floors in two of the rooms, and concreting the basement.
Tliese improvements are a good beginning of the more exten-
sive repairs that must be made in this building in the near
future.
The school house at Suburban, No. 5, which was so unfort-
unately situated on low land, surrounded by woods and marshes,
has been moved to higher ground, and repaired and repainted,
so that it is now in good condition, on a dry and pleasant lot.
Near the close of the year 1888 the attention of the commit-
tee was called to the bad condition ofthe outbuildings at Palm St.
School, and also to the fact that there was no connection with
the sewer, the water from the sinks, as in other cases before
mentioned, being allowed to flow under the house on the sur-
face. It was decided to make improvements similar to those
at Harbor School. The outbuildings were enlarged and the
improvements completed about the middle of December, so
that now all waste and water from sinks are passed into the
sewer.
These permanent improvements, as they may be termed, to-
gether with others of similar nature but of less extent aggre-
about $2,500.00 and they should be taken into account in con-
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explained by tlie tact that the excess in receipts over those of
the previons years, were in
School tax, $1,222 00
Dog tax, 1,220 00
Literary fund, 181 22
$2,623 22
The lai-gest item of expenditure, that of salaries of day
school teachers, is made up of
High School, $4,695 42
Grammar Schools, .... 5,183 33
Middle and Primary Schools, . . 12,007 03
Suburban Schools, .... 2,264 00
$24,149 78
The average attendance at the High School for the year was
128 pupils, making the average salar}- expenditure, per pupil,
$36.68.
The average attendance in the Suburban schools was 71. If
to the amount paid for salaries of teachers we add the amoimt
paid for transportation of pupils to Suburban No. 5, ($216.)
the expenditure per pupil, exclusive of other expenses, such as
heating, repairs, janitor's services, &c., would be $34.93.
On the same basis the expenditure per pupil in the other
grades of school, grammar, middle, and primary, averages
about ont-third as much. From a consideration of this one
item of expense it is evitlent that the High and Suburban
schools are by far the most expensive portions of our school
system. Other expenses in the High school are above the
average, as indeed they must be. The higher grades of studies
pursued require special appliances and aids. The laboratory
must be equipped and supplied with materials for experiments
and tests. These materials are constantly being consumed and
must be replaced by fresh supplies, in consequence of which
an expense is incun-ed that does not enter into other grades of
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school. This excess in the cost of maintaining a high school
over that of maintaining other grades is, I consider, but the
natural and proper result of the eflbrt to place within the reach
of every joung man and woman of our city the means of ac-
quiring a higher education than that which is found in the study
of the ordinary English branches. I take for granted that any
careful expenditure of money in this direction will not be con-
sidered unwisely made as long as prudence and economy are
kept steadily in view. I know of none other than such ; and
if the apparatus and materials, as well as the conveniences,
furnished for philosophical experiments and laboratory work
are superior to those found in some of our New England Col-
leges, as is the conceded fact, it should be to the credit of the
city, and a matter of pride to its citizens.
I see no way of lessening the cost of Suburban schools with-
out imparing their efficiency. The large per capita expense of
maintaining these schools is due to the sparsely populated dis-
tricts, and the consequent small number of pupils that can be
brought together, within a reasonable distance, under the in-
struction of a single teacher. It costs as much to maintain a
school of 4 pupils as to maintain one of 40 ; and yet it is the
duty of those in authority to furnish the means of education to
the four pupils as w^ell as to the forty. The people of the
suburbs have every right to expect as good teachers, and as
good accommodations as are accorded to the, in some respects,
more fortunate residents of the compact portions of the city.
From some of the other departments they derive little or no
benefit. They help sustain the fire department, and the police
department, though their assistance may be of little avail to
them in an emergency.
The per cajDita method of considering the cost of maintain-
ing the schools of a community is apt to be so misleading as to
result in an entirely wrong conclusion. In Suburban school
No. 6, for instance, the average attendance for the year is 5
pupils. The cost, per capita, of maintaining the school is a
little more than $72. In Suburban No. 5, the average attend-
ance is 11, and the cost per pupil $65. In the report of the
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United States Commissioner on Education it appears that the
cost per capita (of average attendance of pupils) for tlae year
1886-87, in salaries paid to teachers, is higher in Nashua than
in any other city in New Hampshire. If from these facts the
conclusion be drawn that expenditures are too lavish, and
that this city is paying relatively too high salaries to teachers,
the conclusion would be too hastily reached from a con-
sideration of only a portion of the facts bearing upon the case,
and consequently may be wholly without foundation.
The true explanation of the apparent excess of cost, or real
excess if such exists, is to be found by considering that the
High School is better equipped and better supplied with the
requisites of a first-class school than any other similar school
in the state ; that special teaching in Music, Drawing, and
Vocal Culture and Physical Training is provided ; and that a
proportionately large area of suburban districts is to be furn-
ished with good school privileges, whether at a small or large
per capita rate,
CHANGES OF TEACtlERS.
In the High school but one change has occurred during the
year. Miss Evelyn Smalley resigned, and Mrs. Jessie E. Tay-
lor was elected to fill the vacancy.
At Mt. Pleasant school a vacancy was caused by transferring
Miss O'Neil from 5th grade to 6th grade Spring St. School.
Miss Hoyt, Miss Cooke, Miss Collins, and Miss Shattuck, res-
pectively teachers in 4th, 3d, 2d, and 1st grades were each
promoted to the next higher grade, leaving a vacancy in 1st
grade, which was filled by the transfer of Carrie M. Dodge
from Suburban No. 5.
Miss Marble, Principal, and Miss Flanders teacher in 4th
grade, at Harbor school, resigned at the end of the school
year. Miss Osborn was transferred from 5th grade Main St.
school to the same grade as Principal of Harbor school. Miss
Lizzie G. Farley was promoted to the 4th grade, and Miss
White was transferred from Suburban No. 1 to Miss Farley's
former position at the Harbor, as teacher of 2d and 3d grades.
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To fill the vacancy at Main St., caused by the transfer of
Miss Osborn, Miss Case was promoted from 2d grade to 5th
grade, Miss Morrison from 1st to 2d, and Miss Mattie M.
DeWolfe elected from the list of substitute teachers as regular
teacher in 1st grade Main St. school.
Miss H. Adella McKean resigned her position as teacher in
Spring St. school, 7th grade, and Miss Kittredge was pro-
moted from the 6th grade to the vacancy. The transfer of Miss
O'Neil mentioned above, was to fill the position formerly oc-
cupied by Miss Kittredge. Miss Annie F. Tolles was trans-
ferred from Suburban No. 3 to Suburban No. 1, and Miss M.
Ella Wright elected as teacher at Suburban No. 3. In Decem-
ber, Miss Emma E. Cummings resigned her position as Prin-
cipal of O'Donnell school, and Miss Carrie E. Mitchell, teacher
of 1st grade in the same school, was promoted to the position of
Principal. Miss Elizabeth B. Dodge was transferred from Sub-
urban school No. 7 to O'Donnell school. Miss Mitchell's form-
er position, and Miss Grace Carleton elected regular teacher
at No. 7 Suburban.
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EVENING SCHOOLS,
Two terms (12 weeks each) commenced Sept.








For evening schools the average per cent of attendance (89)
is excellent. The schools have been well managed by those
in charge, and a good degree of advancement, considering the
conditions under which they attend, has been shown by the
pupils. I am, however, b}' another year of close observation
of the custom followed in the management of the evening
schools, more firmly convinced that it is a great error and a
wrong to the community and to the state to allow a custom to
contiime that tends to draw children from the day schools and
place them in an evening school as an equivalent. During the
year 27 pupils have left the day schools to attend evening school,
in order that they might work. They had not attended day
school long enough to be entitled to a certificate to work, or
could not read in the third reader as the law requires, and con-
sequently took advantage of the custom of allowing all children
who attend evening school to work without a certificate ; and
in all probability have thus ended their career in the day
schools.
Near the close of the Fall Term, blanks were sent to the
teachers of the evening schools, wdiich have been filled out and
returned to me. The teachers reported that in many cases it
was impossible to find out how many weeks some of the pupils
had attended day schools, the amount of such attendance, and
even the pupil's age. Some pupils did not know their age,
others could not be relied upon to state it correctly. Conse-
quently the figures obtained are not absolutely correct, but ai'e
sufficiently so to answer the purpose for wdiich they were ob-
tained.
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I give below a condensed statement which will assist in a
more close analysis of the conditions under which the evening
schools are conducted.
EVENING SCHOOLS,
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this matter as one of tlie most importance connected with the
present school management, I should consider that so much
space as I have given the subject in this report was entirely un-
warranted.
EXAMINATIONS AND PROMOTIONS.
The method of monthly written tests, as described in last
year's report, has been continued with very satisfactory results ;
so much so that no change seems desirable. The daily mark-
ing system practiced in the Middle and Grammar grades, even
under the modifications which I have directed of occasional
marking, (on an average twice a week) in place of daily
marking, is quite unsatisfactory in many particulars, and pos-
sibly may be abandoned altogether, with profit. So far as it
senses as a reliable memorandum of recitations, and not as an
exact expression of a pupil's rank, it is a help to botl: teacher
and pupils. It assists teachers by making the rank of a pupil
a matter of fact rather than of opi?zion, and furnishes her with
a record tohe presented in case of any dissatisfiiction or doubt.
If daily standing is to be wholly a ^^ teacher s estimate'' as is
the case in many cities, there is abundant opportunity for criti-
cism. Teachers are charged with partiality and poor judg-
ment. A constant record in shape of a recitation card furnishes
the best means of refuting such charges, and quieting the dis-
satisfaction of parents and pupils in case promotion is not
granted.
It is of advantage to pupils in leading them to consider that
every recitation is to co?int in determining their promotion,
and that consequently absence must be avoided as far as pos-
sible.
The disadvantages are mainly in the extra trouble, and dis-
traction of thought, to the teacher in conducting a recitation.
As the new method of designating the different classes in all
the schools up to the High School is given for the first time in
this report, it may be well to here insert a comparison of the
18
old and new methods, from which the simplicity of the new
and the consequent advantages will be apparent.
YEAR IN SCHOOL.
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pils who do not continue in scliool until the completion of the
grammar course, by giving them elementary instruction in
Fractions, Percentage, Interest, and Mensuration. When the
large book was in use pupils were taught only the simple rules
of arithmetic in the Middle Schools.
As a large percentage of the children "drop out of school"
before reaching the higher grammar grades where Fractions,
Percentage, &c., are taught, it will be seen that the change
has provided such pupils with a broader and more practical
knowledge of arithmetic, which cannot fail to be of great value
to them in after life.
No complicated problems or methods have been allowed,
and only the simplest processes with numbers suited to the
capacity of the children have been attempted. In fractions
nothing beyond 8ths has been required, either in numbers
given or in results produced. I am very much pleased with
the results already attained by this new departure, and partic-
ularly with the amount of interest manifested by the pupils and
teachers. I am, in this matter, as in all matters of changes
and improvements, largely indebted to the teachers for their
ready co-operation.
MILITARY TRAINING.
The military drill in the High School has continued very
much as during the previous year. The principal exception
being that no special instructions have been given since Gen.
Wheeler and Major Tolles dis-continued their gratuitous in-
struction. The Exhibition Drills that were given by the ca-
dets in the early part of the year showed a very commeiidable
degree of excellence. It is to be regretted, I think, that no
instiuctor has been furnished. Apparently there is a falling
oft" of enthusiasm on the part of the pupils. Less interest
seems to be taken in the matter, and consequently the weekly
exercises are more indifferent and less educational and profit-
able. Whether this state of aftairs is wholly or in part on
account of discouragements which the pupils think thev have
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encountered, or the lack of restraint that they feel when being
drilled by one of their own school-mates, I am' unable to say.
I am myself decidedly in favor of sustaining and encouraging
this feature of our High School requirements, and I think that
as much good would be derived from this particular kind of
study and dicipline as is derived from the pursuit of any other
study in the schools. And yet I should rather see it discon-
tinued than carried on without proper encouragement and sup-
port, tending to carelessness and indifference. It is in this mat-
ter much the same as in all other school matters, out of the
question to do good work without encouragement, a fair op-
portunity, and a certain degree of enthusiasm. "Whatever is
worth doing at all is worth doing well" applies with special
force to school exercises and requirements.
The following is the organization for 1889 :
NASHUA HIGH SCHOOL CADETS.
Captain, Arthur G. Shattuck, '89.
1st Lieutenant, John B. Grover, '89.
2nd " Ernest S. Woods, '90.
Orderly Sergeant, Fred W. Perkins, '89.
2nd '• Myron \V. Mitchell, '91.
3d " Frank E. Parker, '91.
4th " H. Ray Shaw, '91.
5th " —
1st Corporal, Fred C. Merrill, '90.
2nd " Frank R. Arnold, '89.
,3d
" Walter S. Williams, '91.
4th •' Paul T. Norton, '89.
REGULAR DRILL.
From 3.20 to 4.00 each Friday afternoon in High School
Hall or in the school yard.
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FREE TEXT-BOOKS.
I will again ask your attention to the importance of furnish-
ing all text-books and supplies to pupils of the public schools
at the expense of the city. Tliis is a matter of so much dis-
cussion, and is becoming so well recognized as a wise and
economic measure, that I do not consider it necessary for me
to argue it at length in this connection. I hope that the State
Legislature at the next session will pass a law (as man}' states
have done) requiring all the cities and towns of the state to
furnish text-books free.
I take the following from the Annual Report of the Com-
mittee on Supplies, Boston School Board, 1888 :
"Another thing to be considered is the saving to parents dur-
ing the past four years, under the operations of the free text-
book law, which can only be estimated, but which must be
very great.
The free text-book law has been successfully carried out for
the past four years ; and whatever honest differences of opinion
existed at the outset in regard to the expediency of legislation
looking to the enactment of the law, all must admit it has
many advantages. In Boston it saves parents at least $60,000
yearly, at an expense to taxpayers of about $30,000. Ex-
perience with former plans has clearly shown that at least one
week each year was lost by the delay in waiting for parents to
svipply their children with books. No time is lost under the
present system, as by the provisions of the free text-book act
all can be immediately supplied.
It costs the city of Boston daily for the salaries of teachers
over $6000 for each school day ; and if five days on an average
were lost each year under former plans v^^aiting for pupils to be
supplied with books, then the $30,000 increase in expense to
taxpayers is offset by the additional amount of instruction
given."
These arguments with the slight change of figures will ap-
ply as well to this city as to the city of Boston. One-half the
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cost of all text-books is saved by the city purchasing the same,
and the other half of the cost "is offset by the additional
amount of instruction given."
The following is from the Inaugural Address of Hon. Alvin
P. Hovey, Governor of Indiana, delivered Jan. 14, 1889. .
'The enormous amount annually paid for school books has
created great dissatisfaction throughout the State. Some plan,
if possible, should be adopted by which the price of such books
could be brought within a reasonable limit. On an average
the cost to each pupil could be safely stated to reach $3 per
annum. Our average daily attendance of pupils in 1888 was
408,775. This would show an outlay by parents and guardians
for that year amounting to $1,226,325.
Two plans have been adopted by the difterent States to curb
such vast expenditure for text-books :
1. The publication of books by the State.
2. Free text-books bought by the State or school districts
and loaned to the pupils.
The first method has been condemned as impracticable and
costly, while the second, where it has been tried, has received
the highest commendation of State Superintendents and pro-
fessional teachers. By this free text-book system the cost of
books for each pupil in Michigan is estimated at fifty cents per
annum ; in Maine twenty-six and three fourths cents ; in Ver-
mont about thirty-three cents ; in Wisconsin not one-third of
the former cost.
The arguments made in favor of free text-books may be
stated as follows :
The cost is greatly below that of any other method yet
adopted.
Alore prompt attendance and regularity of pupils.
It makes the schools free indeed, and equalizes the children
of the rich and poor, as all are supplied alike.
It teaches pupils the responsibility and care of property, and
enables them to obtain a better education.
The amounts overpaid by parents and guardians under our
present system would greatly exceed the taxes which would
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have to be levied to purchase all the books required in our
schools under the tree text-book system. The people would
be the gainers over the taxation by more than twice the sum
required to purchase all the books under the proposed system,
and could well afibrd to pay the additional tax which would
be required for that purpose.
The cities of New York and Philadelphia, and the States of
Massachusetts, Wisconsin, Michigan, Iowa, Maine and Ver-
mont have adopted or tried this system. In New York city
it has been practically tried for forty years, and in Philadelphia
for seventy years. Taking a high average under this system,
say 40 cents per pupil, the entire cost in Indiana for the year
1888 would only have amounted to $163,510, as against the
probable cost of $1,226,325, which would give an actual annual
gain to the people of this State of $1,062,815, or $2.60 to every
pupil. If the system should cost, on the average, $1.00 per
pupil, it would still leave a gain to the parent and guardian
for that year of $817,550. With free text-books a great bur-
den would be taken from the poor, who are often unable to
spare the amount required to purchase their books at the very
exhorbitant prices they are now compelled to pay, or leave
their children uneducated."
TRAINING SCHOOL.
Most large cities now have, connected with their school sys-
tems, what is commonly called a Training .School, the main
object of wnich is to furnish to the Board of Education a
means of making a proper selection of new teachers for the
schools. The name Training .School is perhaps misleading as
it seems to indicate that the main object is to fit or train the
candidates for the teacher's profession. A better name might
be "Practice School" or "Trial School." After pupils have
completed their studies by graduating from a high school or a
normal school, many of them very naturally and properh' de-
sire to teach. Perhaps one-half or more of such persons pos-
sess the natural qualification for teaching. The other half
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coukl never succeed however brilliant their scholarship or
broad their attainments. They could not, by any effort on their
part or by any system of training, make themselves what Na-
ture never designed them to be. Any effort in that direction
would prove a disastrous failure. To show such aspirants for
teachers' positions that they are unfitted for the service, and
lead them to apply themselves to other pursuits to which they
are adapted, at an early period in life—To eliminate from the
list of applicants those who ought not to teach in justice to
themselves and those who would be under their instruction, is
the all important object of a Training School. When this
first object has been attained the second is to train and instruct
those that remain in the best methods of teaching and manag-
ing in die actual work of the school room.
I think such an institution would be verv beneficial to this
city, and at an expense that would be more than counterbal-
anced by the increased efficiency of the work of new teachers.
Sucli a school was added to the school svstem of the city of
Lowell, Mass., last year, of whicli the Superintendent in his
annual report speaks as follows :
"The primary and principal purpose is not the education of
teachers for certain grades of the Lowell schools. The school
is an actual school with pupils pursuing the regular primary
course, as in other Primary schools of the city. Applicants
for teachers' positions are admitted as assistant teachers in the
school under a competent Principal, who supervises, examines,
and ranks their work.
Incidentally, defects and errors in teaching and school gov-
ernment are pointed out by the principal, suggestions of better
methods are made by her, and general instruction is given by
her to the candidates.
At the expiration of everv six months' term it is expected
that such candidates as do not show aptness for a teacher's
work shall withdraw from the school. This system will en-
able those who are unfitted for service as teachers to employ
their time eaiiy in life in pursuits to which they may be adapt-
g(^l_
* * * * * * * * * *"
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"As has been stated, the main purpose oi' estahlishuig the
school was noi to educate persons to teach, but to settle openly
and fairly the question of adaptation and qualification for teach-
ing. The school is a trial school for would-be teachers. On
the whole it was thought well to afibrd incidentally such edu-
cation and training as miglit not be inconsistent with attaining
the principal object."
"The children of the Training vSchool are by no means
victims of unscientific teaching. Many of the pupil-teachers
are without experience. They are, however, under vigilant
supenasion and constant direction. Each pupil receives treble
the attention that can be given an individual in an ordinary
class of fifty, with only one teacher. On the whole the ad-
vantages enjoyed by a bright pupil in this school are as great
as he would have in any school of equal grade in the city ;
while a dull pupil is much better off than he could be any-
where else."
I am pleased to report a marked improvement in this depart-
ment during the year. The change in Music Books has added
a new interest and has furnished better material for study and
drill. But few of the pupils are excused from the work. vSome
who are not able to sing are pursuing the same study of the
subject as the others. As a rule teachers are interested and
conduct the exercises according to the instructions of the Di-
rector of Music in a satisfictory manner. There are exceptions
to this rule, however. Some of the teachers do not seem to
regard this branch of much importance, usually because they
do not understand it themselves and consequently cannot teach
it satisfactorily. As a natural consequence the classes of such
teachers do not show the interest or improvement that should
be expected. No teacher should be excused for ignorance of
the fundamental principles of music any more than for igno-
rance in geography, grammar or any other required school
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study. The teacher who can sing well and conduct her class
exercises by leading in the singing herself has a great advan-
tage over the teacher that cannot do so. This advantage ought
to be recognized and made a more prominent feature in deter-
mining a teacher's fitness for her position. I should favor an
examination in music the same as in other branches in deter-
mining an applicant's qualifications and in granting certificates.
In no department of our schools has the improvement in
singing and in the general knowledge of music been more
marked than in the Suburban schools. The lack of numbers,
and in a few cases the lack of any natural appreciation of
pitch or interval, has rendered it very difiicult to accomplish
much in some of these schools ; yet on the whole they are
doing remarkably well.
The work of the teacher of music is apportioned among the
several classes as follows :
MONDAYS, AT MT. PLEASANT.
FORENOON.
From 'J.OS to 9.35, 8th and 9th Grades, in room Number 10.
9.35 to 10.00, 2nd Grade, " " 3.
10.00 to 10.30, 7th Grade, " " 5.
10.30 to 10.50, Recess.
10.50 to 11.20, 6th Grade, " " 6.
11.20 to 11.50, 5th Grade, " " 7.
AFTERNOON.
From 2.00 to 2 30, 4th Grade, in room Number 8.
2.30 to 3.00, 3rd Grade, "
" 4.
3.00 to 3.15, Recess in Middle and Primary Grades.




From 9.40 to 10.00, 1st and 2nd Grades.
10.00 to 10.30, 3rd and 4th Grades.
o'donnell.
From 10.50 to 11.15, 1st Grade.
11.15 to 11.45, 2nd and 3rd Grades.
TUESDAYS, AT HARBOR.
AFTERNOON.
From 2.00 to 2.30, 5th Grade, in room Number 4.
2.30 to 3.00, 4th Grade, " " 3.
3.00 to 3.10. Recess.
3.10 to 3.40, 2nd and 3rd Grades, " " 2.
3.40 to 4.00, 1st Grade, " " 1.
WEDNESDAYS, AT SPRING STREET.
FORENOON.
n 9.05 to 9.35, 8th Grade, in room Number 2.
9.35 to 10.10, 7th Grade, " " 3.
10.10 to 10.40, 9th Grade, " " 1.
-10.40 to 11.00, Recess.
*11.15 to 12.00, High School, in the Hall.
*0r from 3.20 to 4.00 during very cold weather when the Hall cannot
be properly heated in the forenoon.
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AFTERNOON, AT SPRING STREET.
From 2.00 to 2.30, 6th Grade, in room Number 6.
2.80 to 3.00, 6th Grade, " " 5.
THURSDAYS, AT MAIN STREET.
FORENOON.
From 9.05 to 9.30, 5th Grade, in room Number 6.
9.30 to 10.00, 4th Grade, " " 7.
lO.OO.to 10.30, 3rd Grade, " " 2.
10.30"to 10.50, Recess.
10.50 to 11.20, 2nd Grade, " " 1.
11.20 to 11.45, 1st Grade, " " 3.
THURSDAYS, AT PALM STREET.
AFTERNOON.
From 2.05 to 2.25, 1st Grade, in room Number 2.
2.25 to 2.55, 2nd and 3rd Grades, " " 1.
MULBERRY STREET.
From 3.10 to 3.30, 1st Grade, in room Number 2.
3.30 to 4.00, 2nd and 3rd Grades, " " 1.
FRIDAYS, FORENOON.
(1st, 3rd, 5th, etc., Fridays of each term.)
From 9.15 to 9.45, Suburban school Number 1.
10.15 to 10.45, " " " 2.
11.15 to 11.45, Edgeville school.
AFTERNOON.
From 2.00 to 2.30, Suburban school Number 7.
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FRIDAYS, FORENOON.
(2nd. 4th, Gth. etc., Fridays of each term.)
From 9.00 to 9.30, Suburl)an school Number 3.
10.00 to 10.30, " " " 4.
11.00 to 11.30, " " " 5.
AFTERNOON.
From 1.45 to 2.1.5, Suburban school Number 6.
3.30 to 4.00, Edwville.
DRAWING.
Dui'ing the present school }ear the drawing in each class
below the High School has been entirely in charge of the reg-
ular teacher. I am satisfied tliat the work has been well per-
formed and with more system than during the previous year.
No complaint has arisen, so far as 1 know, and I think the
present arrangement is generally satisfactory. I know of no
reason why the same arrangement should not extend to the High
School. A teacher should be employed who can teach the
Drawing according to the adopted system as aiTanged in the
text-books, which is all that is necessary if the free evening
drawing school is to continue.
The drawing in the High School has been entirely conducted
by Mrs. Annie E. Dupee, Supervisor of drawing at Concord,
N. H., who has showed herself to be thoroughly competent
to take charge of any department of free hand and ordinary
instrumental work in her special department. Under her
management the interest in drawing has increased in the High
School. Much better attention is given to the work now than
at the beginning of the year. Some of the pupils have put
into practice at home the principles learned at school and have
brought for examination very creditable drawings showing
careful and intelligent study of the lessons.
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Mrs. Dupee feels that the time at present given to drawing
in the High School is too short, and that if it could be doubled,
the work would be more than doubly satisfactory, and a very
important result would be gained—that of raising the standard
of drawing in the school.
Mrs. Dupee has given instruction to pupils of the High
School on Tuesday of each week as follows :
From 11.45 to 12.00—Junior Class, in room Number 11.
2.CO to 2.40—3d " " " 8.
" 2.40 to 3.20—Senior " " " 10.
" 3.20 to 4.00—4th " " '' 7.
Prang's system (Clark edition) of drawing is used as follows :
3d grade, 1st half year, blank books.






" " ' 7.
" one-half of book No. 8.
'' complete " '' 8.
'' one-half of " '• 9.
'' complete " '' 9.
" one-half of " "10.
" complete " " 10.
The two lower classes of the High School have used book
No. 10. The other classes have pursued a more varied course
suited to their attainments.
IJ"REE EVENING DRAWING SCHOOL.
By authority of the Board of Education a free evening draw-
ing school was opened in the hall of the High School build-
ing, Oct. 2, 1888, consisting of a Mechanical department un-
der the instruction of S. G. Stephens of the Mass. Institute of
3d '
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Technology, and a Free-Hand department under the instruct-
ion of Mrs. Annie E. Depee who also had charge of the draw-
ing in the High School.
The Mechanical department consisted of an elementary and
an advanced class open to either sex over 15 years of age, and
limited to 100 pupils.
The Free Hand department, open to either sex was limited
to 50 pupils of 15 years of age or over.
Two sessions each week were held on Tuesday and Friday
evenings from 7 to 9 o'clock, each department to continue for
40 lessons.
I am unable at this time to report only concerning the first
half of the term from Oct. 2 to Dec. 7 inclusive,
MECHANICAL DEPARTMENT,
Total enrollment, . . . .
Average enrollment, ....
Average attendance, ....
Largest number present at one session,







Total enrollment, . . ... . 61.
Average enrollment, . . . . . 49.
Average attendance, . . . . . 43.
Largest number present at one session, . 49.
Smallest number present atone session, . 33.
Number of teachers attending, . . . 14.
In both departments a marked degree of interest has been
shown by the pupils, and good progress made by all who were
reasonably constant in attendance.
The attendance on the mechanical department was very
much affected by the parades and outside attractions of the
presidential campaign, so much so as to prove one of the most
serious drawbacks to the school. Prof. Stephens has man-
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aged his department in a very satisfactory manner both to his
pupils and to the special committee in charge.
Much credit is due to Mr. Mark Flather for his kindly as-
sistance to pupils of the class and also for the loan of models
and parts of machinery used in drawing from the objects.
In the Free Hand department the nature of the instruction
has been thorough and systematic. Although unforeseen dis-
couragements and obstacles have been met with, yet the work
accomplished has been more than I expected could be done in
the first term of an evening school. As it was a new depart-
ure and largely experimental on the part of the city, every
thing was to be furnished and arrangements made as circum-
stances should arise.
Mrs. Dupee's skill in her special department, as well as her
ability as teacher of drawing, is recognized by all who have
observed her management of the class, and examined the work
of the pupils. I will give, in this connection, Mrs. Dupee's
report to me concerning the first half of the course, omitting
a few portions that I have already given.
To the Superintendent of Schools^ Nashua^ N. H.
In compliance with your request I make the following re-
port of the work of my department
:
All pupils who applied for admission to this department on
Sept. 25th were placed in one class, as this seemed to be the
best arrangement at that time.
To a large proportion of these pupils the study of Drawing
was entirely new, and notwithstanding the disadvantages usual-
ly attendant upon the commencement of a new study, the en-
ergy, patience, and perseverance with which the work has
been undertaken and carried on by the pupils generally, is
truly commendable and must be encouraging to those interested
in the progress of the school.
Nearly one-fourth of the class has been composed of teachers
from the public schools, several of whom have been obliged to
leave on account of school duties. These teachers, however,
have continued the work in the normal class.
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While we are thankful for the many advantages we have en-
joyed, we would not entirely ignore the disadvantages we have
labored under.
It is essential, in teaching a large class to the best advantage,
that the room occupied should be large and commodious
enough to give every pupil I'oom for materials and work, and
also, as such a class as we have under consideration needs much
individual instruction in addition to that received from lectures,
that seats and work can be arranged in such shape as to allow
the teacher an opportunity, as often as may be desirable, of
examining work without disturbing several neighboring pupils.
Then most of the chairs which we have used have been of such
an unstable nature as to be occupied with safety by well bal-
anced and thoughtful pupils only, as the least forgetfulness on
the part of the pupil in preserving a nice equilibrium will re-
sult in a disasterous overturn of everything movable, and a loss
of time as well as in setting things to rights again.
It would be better if the chairs could be replaced by some
of a more useful pattern.
The younger portion of tlie class have not been able to take
advantage of the instruction given the average pupil, on ac-
count of insufficient previous knowledge. It is suggested that
an elementary class be provided for all who need preparations for
regular work, and that a suitable examination be given pupils
wishing to pass from the elementary into the advanced class.
This plan will place pupils of nearly the same ability together,
and enable each one without loss of time to take the best ad-
vantage of instruction given to the class.
I wish to tender thanks to all who are connected with the
High and Evening Schools for their hearty co-operation with
me in my efforts, and for the encouragement I have received
from time to time in the work.
Yours respectfully,
Annie E. Dupee.
The whole matter of drawing needs to be carefully considered
for the purpose of determining the best course to be pursued
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during the coming year. It is an open question whether it is
best to have no special instruction in the lower grades and to
expend the same amount in evening instruction. It may, per-
haps, be too early to pass judgment upon the Evening Draw-
ing School, but so far as my observations have extended in the
results already attained, I am convinced that it is of great ad-
vantage to a large class of people who can derive no other
benefit from the public school system. It amounts to an ex-
tension of the adv^antages furnished by the city, beyond, and
not intimately connected with the ordinary public schools. If
continued it should be opened onb' to those not attending
the regular day schools. I make this statement after careful
observations of tlie results of alloA-ing pupils of the High and
Grammar schools to attend. The general good order and
quiet was more disturbed by these few young pupils (too young
to comprehend the value of diligence and soberness) than by
all other elements combined. Such pupils were not benefited
by their attendance, and were inclined to give more attention
to "fooling" and fun than to the legitimate work at hand, so
much so that several were excluded from the school for the
school's sfood.
VOCAL CULTURE AND PHYSICAL TRAINING.
This department has continued under the direction of Mrs.
Emma Manning Huntley, whose instruction, during the Fall
and Winter terms, has been given in Grammar and High
School grades as follows :
MONDAYS. AT SPRING STREET GRAMMAR.
FORENOON.
From 9.10 to 9.50, 6th Grade, in room Number 6.
9.55 to 10.35, 6th Grade, " " 5.
10.40 to 11.00, Recess.
11.00 to 11.30, 7th Grade, " " 4.
11.30 to 12.00, 7th Grade, " " 3.
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AFTERNOON.
From 2.00 to 2.40, 9th Grade, in room Number 1.
2.45 to 3.25, 8th Grade, " " 2.
TUESDAYS, AT MT. PLEASANT.
FORENOON.
From 9.10 to 9.50, 6th Grade, in room Number 6.
9.50 to 10.30, 7th Grade, " " 5.
10.30 to 10.50, Recess.
10.50 to 11.25, 8th Grade, " " 9.
11.25 to 12.00, 9th Grade, " " 10.
FRIDAYS, AT HIGH SCHOOL.
AFTERNOON.
From 3.20 to 4.00, all the girls of the school in room No. 10,
while the boys are having military drill in the Hall or on
the school grounds.
No instruction has been given in grades below the grammar
schools.
In the Spring term Mrs. Huntley instructs pupils of the
High School only, devoting all of Monday and the last period
of Friday of each week, the design being to give the members
of the senior class some special drill in preparing for the ex-
ercises of graduation.
Mrs. Huntley has been very successful in her department.
The good results of her teaching are apparent in the marked
improvement in the rhetorical exercises and to a less degree in
the reading classes. Under the pi^esent arrangement, however,
this improvement is only in grades above the 5th.
It is a matter worthy of consideration whether the instruc-
tion in this department should not be extended to the lower
grades as in singing, giving all classes the same advantages.
It has been suggested that the regular teachers should be in-
structed so that they could themselves do all that is needed,
according to the directions given by the special teacher ; and
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that, if the regular teachers were thus instructed, all special
teaching might, after a time, be dispensed with. This im-
plies that it is a teacher's duty to properly fit herself for giving
instruction in this department.
PRIVATE SCHOOLS.
The attendance at the various private schools of the city has
been reported to me as follows :
St. Aloysius Parochial School and Academy, . 500
St. Rose Academy, ..... 315
St. Stanislas Kostka School, .... 205
English and French School, Abbott St., . . 23
Other private pupils, ..... 7
Total,
The attendance as per last gear's report was
St. Aloysius Parochial School,
St. Rose Academy, . . .
St. Stanislas Kostka School, .
Other Private Schools, .
Total,







In most schools of the city but little trouble is experienced
from genuine truancy. In some quarters, however, the schools
are more or less interrupted by absence which is either truancy
or a worse type of absence even, caused by the indifference or
intent of misguided parents. It is only through a wholesome
fear of the law and the untiring efforts of the truant officer
that a fair attendance can be secured in such cases. We are
much more troubled by unnecessary absence than by truancy.
It is an evil that affects all schools and all grades, and to a
much greater extent than is generally supposed. Boys stay
out "to chop wood," and consider this a sufficient excuse for
absence from school. They stay away from school to attend
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a ball game, to do chores, to go on errands, to go on a visit or
excursion, and a variety of other things of a similar nature,
as though school attendance was a matter of secondary im-
portance. I hope that parents and guardians esj^ecially, and
all who are interested in our schools, will exert an influence to
lessen this kind of absence, and thus increase the chances of
success.
Mr. McCaffrey, the present truant officer, has performed the
duties of his office in a very successful and satisfactory manner.
Reports are kept and returned to me each month.
SUMMARY OF TRUANT OFFICER'S REPORTS.
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TRUANT OFFICER.
Henry B. McCaffrey, residence, No. 13 Pleasant street.
ORDER OF VISITS. DAY SCHOOLS.
Mondays, at Mt. Pleasant.
Tuesdays, at Main Street.
Wednesdays, at Belvidere and O'Donnell.
Thursdays, at Harbor.
Fridays, at Mulberry and Palm Street.
EVENING SCHOOLS.
Mondays and Thursdays, at O'Donnell.
Tuesdays, at Harbor.
Every evening, at Main Street.
At High school (Superintendent's office) each day at 8.30
and 9.30 a. m. and at 2.30 p. m. (and sometimes at 1.30 p. m.)
CONCLUSION.
My thanks are due to the Board for the many acts of assist-
ance and encouragement which I have received at their hands
;
to the teachers w^ho have assisted in carrying out the methods
and plans prescribed for the more efficient vs^orklng of the
school system ; and to the parents and public at large with







HIGH SCHOOL HALL. JUNE 29, 1888,
AT 9 O'CLOCK, A. M.
Cleiss of 1888.
CLASS MOTTO:
TRUE TO OUR TRUSTS."
GEORGE WILLIAMS BOUTELLE.
FRANK PIERCE DANFORTH.





















2. Chorus,—Farewell, the Days are Fleeting.





5. Oration,—The Sister Republics.
Edward A. A. Dlonne.
6. Essay,—A Metrical Translation from Virgil.
Carrie G. Locke.
7. Discussion,—Shall America have a Westminster Abbey }
Affirmative^ Alice L. Ingalls.







11. Recitation,—Tlic Wreck of Rivermouth.
Almira O. Smith.





14. Recitation,—The Chariot Race.
Ada S. Huntley.
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15. Chorus,—Light and Gay.
16. Class Ouatiox,—•N.itio lal Character as lafluenced by
National Leaders.
Sam S. Spalding-.






20. Oration with Valedictory,—The Influence of Great
National Wealth on Morals.
Harry F. Marshall.
21. Class. Ode.
Words by Mamie L. Bodivell;
Music by Hattie G. Johitsoti.
These four happy years that so swiftly have passed
How we wish we could live them again.
Forgetting that though these bright days could not last,
Their influence for good will remain.
The courage to do, the patience to bear,
Are the gifts we shall carry away ;
And whatever in life the blessings we share,
To these lessons the thanks we'll repay.
May we strive to improve the talents we've won,
And treasure them too, like blessings sweet.
And weave in our lives that but just have begun.
The graces worthy our God to greet.
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Now we bid farewell to these pleasures today,
And He who knows that our need is just,
Will, as we look back on the joys of the way,
Help us e'er to be "True to our Trust."
22. Presentation of Diplomas.
By y. B. Fassett President of the Board of Edjication.




Harry Francis Marshall^ Hattie Mabelle Gordon^
Lizzie May Bancroft^ George Williams Boutelle.
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TEACHERS, DAY SCHOOLS, JAN. 1889.
Grade or Position.
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Mechanical Department $7.00 per evening.
Free Hand " $5.00 " "
Drawing in High School $1.38 per lesson.
Truant officer $12 per week, vacations included.
JANITORS.
Elected by the Board.
Location. Name. Residence. Sa/aiy.
( Vacations included.")
Spring St.,*Frank V. Marshall, 43 temple St., $12 per week.
Mt. Pleasant, John Hale, cor. Locust and Auburn, 10 per week.
Main St., tjoliii Barney, 21 So. Elm St., 9 per week.
Appointed by Sub-committee.
Harbor, Fredric Watkins, $9 per week.
Vacations not included. Extra services at Evening School,
25 cents per night.
Regular compensation of other Janitors, as adopted by the
Board, Jan. 10th, 1889.
CITY SCHOOLS.
Fall or Spring terms, $5.00 per room occupied.
Whiter " 6.00 " "
At O'Donnell School, $1.00 per term for each room used for
Evening School and not used for day school.
SUBURBAN SCHOOLS.
Spring or Fall terms, $4.00
Winte^r " 5.00
* Extra services at Evening Drawing School, 75 cents per night,
j " " Evening School, 50 " " "
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ASSESSORS' ENUMERATION, APRIL, 1888.
Number of children between the ages of 5 and 15.
I.










Increase of same over last year, 138
Average number belonging, 1524
Increase of same over last year, 137
Average daily attendance, 1405
Increase of same over last year, 106
Number of pupils who have not been absent, 119
Decrease of same from last year, 20
Number of teachers who have attended a Normal School, 5
Number of visits by local Superintendent, 287
" " " Committee, 133
" " parents and others, 2266
Largest number of scholars in any class, 76
Smallest " '^ " " 9
Whole number of school buildings, 15
" " " rooms, 51
" " unoccupied rooms, 4
Total square feet of blackboard surface in city, 9404
Average number of square feet to each room, 184.4
Number of classes containing but one grade, 31
" " composed of two gi-ades, 7
" " " mixed " 8
PUBLIC EVENING SCHOOLS.
Whole number of pupils, 524
Average belonging, 317
" attendance, 254
Per cent, of " '85.5
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CITY OF NASHUA, N. H.
REGULATIONS
Board of Education
RULES OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
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REGULATIONS OF THE BOARD.
Amended and Adopted, Dec. 29, 1887.
CONSTITUTION OF THE BOARD OF EDUCATION.
I. The Board of Education of the city of Nashua is con-
stituted in accordance with the laws of New Hampshire and
the city charter, and consists of twelve members, four of whom
are to be chosen annually for a term of three years ; said
Board at the beginning of each year choosing a President and
Clerk from their own number.
II. The Board thus constituted shall have the care and
superintendence of the schools ; and may, if deemed expedi-
ent, appoint a Superintendent, to whom, under the direction
of the committee, shall be committed the direction of the
scliools.
ORGANIZATION OF THE BOARD.
I. The meeting for organization shall be held annually on
the Thursday following the inauguration of the City Govern-
ment at 7 1-2 o'clock p. m. In case of any failure to meet at
that time the Clerk of the old Board shall cause a meeting for
organization to be called as soon thereafter as practicable.
II. The first business, after the necessary preliminaries,
shall be the election by ballot, of a President and Clerk of the
Board. If deemed expedient, a Superintendent shall also be
elected by ballot. They shall also appoint of their number,
on nomination by the President, five standing committees, to
wit :
—
1. Committee on Finance, Accounts, and Claims.
2. Committee on School-houses and Supplies.
3. Committee on Text-books and Teachers.
4.. Committee on Boundaries and assignment of Scholars.
5. Committee on Music.
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III. The Board shall receive the report of the committee
upon examination of Teachers, and elect or appoint from the
names reported such persons to such positions as they may
deem proper.
IV. All applications for schools shall be made in the appli-
cant's own handwriting, and shall state the residence, age, and
experience in teaching, together with reference as to moral
character.
V. The salaries of all the teachers shall be fixed by the
Board at the time of election, but may be changed at the dis-
cretion of the Board.
VI. The annual report of the cit3% and the preparation of
the report required by the State, shall be made by a special
committee chosen by the Board, or by the Superintendent.
SUB-COMMITTEES.
I. Sub-committees of the Board shall be appointed once a
year, and they shall consider the schools assigned to them
under their special care. They, with the Superintendent, shall
give advice to the instructors in any emergency, and take cog-
nizance of any difficulty which may occur between instructors
and pupils, or parents of pupils, or between the instructors
themselves, relative to the govenment or instruction of the
school. An appeal, however, to the whole Board, is not here-
by precluded to any citizen, pupil, or instructor.
II. Although the interests of the schools demand sub-com-
mittees of the Board, each member shall consider it his duty
to watch over all the public schools in the city ; to attend their
examinations, and to visit them at other times, according to
his ability.
ORDER OF BUSINESS.
I. At all regular meetings of the Board the order of busi-
ness shall be as follows :
1. Reading the call and noting the absent members.
2. Reading tlie minutes of the last meeting.
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3. Report of Committees.
4. Unfinished business.
5. New business.
II. The deHberations of this Board shall be governed by
the ordinary parliamentary rules, in the absence of any spe-
cial regulations.
III. The rules of this board cannot be altered except upon
notice given at one meeting previous to action thereon.
IV. This Board may meet with closed doors when deemed
expedient.
V. The meetings of the Board shall be held by adjourn-
ment from time to time, or by call of the President, or when
requested by two members of the Board.
VI. A majority of the Board present and voting shall be
necessary to give validity to any vote or act, and six members
of the Board shall constitute a quorum. To be valid any vote
or act must receive tlie vote of four members.
DUTY OP' OFFICERS.
I. The President shall perform the usual duties of presid-
ing officer.
II. He shall appoint all comniittees whose appointment is
not especially provided for or otherwise directed by the Board.
III. He may direct the Clerk to call a special meeting
whenever he may deem it expedient.
DUTIES OF THE CLERK.
The Clerk shall keep a fair and accurate record of the pro-
ceedings of the Board, and shall have charge of all papers
directed by the Board to be kept on file ; he shall give notice of
each special meeting; he shall notify the chairman of eveiy
committee appointed, stating the special duties of said com-
mittee and the name of the members associated with him ; he
shall call extra meetings of the Board, by direction of the
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President, or at the request of two or more of its members ; he
shall notify instructors elect of their appointment, and give
such other notices as the Board may direct.
DUTIES OF COMMITTEES.
I. The Cf)mmittee on finance, accounts and claims shall ex-
amine all bills, and report the same to the Board for final
action.
II. The committee on school-houses and supplies shall
examine into the condition of houses, outbuilding and yards;
make such lepairs as they deem necessary, and purchase all
neetled supplies, when anv such expenditure will not, by esti-
nuite, excecl one hundred dollars. Larger expenditures shall
fiist be reported to the Board and receive its approval.
III. The committee on text-books and teachers shall recom-
mend to the Board what changes, if any, shall be made in
text-books ; shall, with the SupcMintendent, examine such per-
sons as propose to teach in any of the schools, and furnish to
the Board the result of such examination, for final action ; and
shall assign or transfer elected teachers as they may deem ex-
pedient
IV. No change of text-books shall be made at any time
unless by a vote of two-thirds of the entire Board.
V. The committee on boundaries and assignment of schol-
ars shall establish the boundaries for the several school divisions
and regulate the attendance in each.
RULES FOR THE SUPERINTENDENT.
Section 1. The Superintendent shall make the public
school system a study, and keep himself thoroughly informed of
the discipline and progress of instruction in other places, that
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he may prescribe the most efficient means for advancement of
the pubh'c schools of the city. He shall devote himself entire-
ly to the duties of his office, and secure a full compliance with
the orders and regulations of the Board of Education.
Sect. 2. He shall, under the direction of the Board, have
the supervision -of all the public schools; he shall visit and
carefully examine into the condition and progress of each
school as often as his other duties will permit ; he shall attend
to the classification of scholars, and equalize, as far as practi-
cable, the attendance upon dilTerent schools.
Sect. 3. He shall have powder to apj^oint stated or oc-
casional meetings of the teachers in the public schools, for the
purpose of instructing them in relation to their duties, and for
mutual consultation in matters touching the prosperity of the
schools. He shall advise with the teachers in reference to the
course of instruction and discipline, see that the prescribed
studies are carefully pursued, and that no books are used ex-
cept those adopted by the Board ; and all orders issued by him
shall be binding upon all teachers unless revoked by the Board.
Sect. 4. He shall investigate all cases of discipline or diffi-
culty reported to him by teachers, parents, or guai'dians and
take such action in the case as he and the sub-committee deem
expedient. He shall exert his personal influence to secure
general and regular attendance, and to raise the character of
each school, and, as far as practicable, of each scholar.
Sect. 5. He shall attend the meetings of the Board, and.
when called upon by the President, express his opinion on any
subject under discussion, and give such information as he may
be able, //e shall be a member of every committee except
jinatice. He shall receive and classify the monthly reports of
the principals of the several schools, and present them to the
Board at its next meeting ; and at the beginning of each term
shall receive and classify the order of exercises of each school
in the citv. He shall annually prepare a written report for
publication, giving such information as to the character of the
schools, and presenting such plans for their improvement as he
deems advisable.
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Sect. 6. He shall aid in the examination of teachers, and
direct all public and private examinations of schools appointed
by the committee.
Sect. 7. He shall furnish to teachers all necessary blanks,
registers and text-books, and shall keep an account of the
same. He shall use his best efforts to secure the observance of
the law concerning the emplovment of children in manufact-
uring establishments, and carefully inquire and ascertain the
names of all scholars of non-resident parents and guardians,
and make out all bills and collect all moneys due the city for
their tuition. He shall be authorized to cause all such repairs
to be made as are immediately needed for school-iiouses, i'urni-
ture and w^arming apparatus.
Sect. 8. He shall have direction and control of the transfer
of scholars from one school to another of the same grade, and
all certificates of transfer shall be signed by him. Upon every
application for a transfer, he shall investigate the reasons
therefor, and especially regard the numbers in the schools and
the residence of the scholars. In doubtful cases he shall con-
sult the appropriate sub-committees, or refer the case to the
Board.
Sect. 9. Under the advice and direction of the Board, he
shall examine, or cause to be examined, the most advanced
classes in the schools, or so many as may be candidates for the
next higher grade, in such manner as shall be prescribed by
the Board, and make selection of such as are prepared for
promotion.
Sect. 10. He shall report to the Board at each monthly
meeting the number of cases of corporal punishment occurring
in each of the public schools during the previous month.
Sect. 11. In all cases of truanc}^ or non-attendance upon
school which may come to his knowledge, he shall, in every
instance, strive to reform the child ; but, if unsuccessful, he
shall report the names of the habitual truant or absentee to
the officer whose duty it is to make complaint in such cases.
He shall report to the Board every case of delinquency,
tardiness, or violation of any of the rules on the part of teachers.
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Sect. 12. The Superintendent, or the Board, may make
arrangements with dealers in books and supplies to furnish to
pupils whatever they may need to use in the schools, at as
small advance above wholesale prices as they may be able
to secure.
Sect. 13 He shall keep regular office hours, and shall be
in his office, on all school days ^ except when visiting Suburb-
an schools, from 8.30 to 9. 30 a. m., and from 12 to 12.30 and
4.30 to 5 p. M. In case of absence or sickness, he shall notify
the President of the Board, and make such arrangements for his
office as he may think proper.
RULES OF THE SCHOOL.
RULES OF TEACHERS.
I. The Principal.—The school-house and out-buildings,
with their keys, furniture, grounds, and all other property be-
longing to the school, shall be in charge of the Principal, who
will be held responsible for their preservation.
II. The Principal shall carefully observe the hours appoint-
ed f)r commencing and dismissing the schools, and shall be at
the school-house for the purpose of preserving order, at least
fifteen minutes before the hour prescribed for beginning the
school.
III. The Principal shall send to the Superintendent, on the
Monday following the close of each month, a report showing
the whole number and the average number of males and
females in the school, together with the average daily attend-
ance, and the percentage of daily attendance for the month
endingon the preceding Friday, or such part thereof as has not
been embraced in a previous report. He shall also report the
number of cases of corporal punishment occurring in each class
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of the school under his charge, together with such other iulbr-
mation as the vSuperintendent may deem for the best interests of
the Public Schools.
IV. The Principal shall establish such rules as may be
necessary to secure good order and neatness in the school-
house and on the grounds, and the preservation of the furni-
ture, books, and apparatus in the school rooms.
V. Unless other provision is made, the Principal shall ap-
point some suitable person to build fires and take care of the
school-house, whose compensation shall be fixed by the Board.
VI. In all cases of willful and persistent violation of the
rules of the school, the Principal may susjDend the ofiender.
In all cases of suspension the Principal shall at once give notice
to the parent or guardian of the pupil, and also to the Superin-
tendent ; and every such notice shall state the ofience for
which the suspension is inflicted.
VII. No Principal shall be engaged in any other profession
or employment while employed by the city.
VIII. The Assistant Teachers.—In the absence of
the Principal, the assistant teacher shall take charge of the
school unless other provision is made by the sub-committee.
It shall be the duty of all the assistant teachers to co-operate
with and assist the Principal in the maintenance of order,
study, and discipline among the pupils, and they shall be in
their respective class rooms for that purpose, at least fifteen
minutes before the hour prescribed for beginning the school.
IX. Teachers shall dismiss their classes promptly at the
appointed hour ; but individual pupils mav be retained for
discipline or instruction, not exceeding thirty minutes, after
the close of the afternoon session.
X. In General.—During school hours all teachers shall
faithfully devote themselves to the instruction, discipline, mari-
ners, and habits of the pupils. They shall give constant
employment to their scholars, and endeavor by judicious and
diversified methods to render the schools both pleasant and
profitable. They shall use all suitable means to promote good
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morals and polite manners among their pupils. They shall
maintain firm, prudent, and vigilant discipline, and shall use
corporal punishment only when gentler measures fail to secure
obedience.
XI. All teachers shall l^e required to keep registers fur-
nished at the public expense, in which they shall record the
name, age, and attendance of each pupil, and such other par-
ticulars as shall give a correct idea of the state of the school.
These registers shall be returned to the Superintendent at the
c*lose of each term unless otherwise directed ; and all blanks
in these registers shall be filled out each term, in order that
teachers may be legally entitled to receive their pay. A cer-
tificate from the Superintendent that these requirements have
been complied with shall be presented to the City Treasurer
before the salary shall be paid.
XII. Any teacher desiring to be absent from school shall
obtain permission of the Superintendent who shall, be au-
thorized to fill such temporary vacancy. The absence of any
teacher for more than two weeks shall cause a deduction from
the salary of such teacher, corresponding to the entire absence,
but for a less period no deduction shall be made from the regu-
lar salary, and the teacher shall pay the substitute provided by
the Board. Substitutes shall be paid only for days of actual
service as follows : High school, $2.50 ; Grammar, $2.00 ;
Middle and Primary, $1.66 ; and Suburban schools, $1.50 per
day ; but for a full term they shall receive the minimum salary
of that particular grade.
XIII. If any teacher is absent or tardy without being ex-
cused by the Superintendent, or shall dismiss school before the
end of the session without his permission, it may be considered
by the Board as a resignation on the part of such teacher.
XIV. The absence of any teacher, employed in the public
schools of Nashua, from any exercise, meeting, or gathering
called by the Superintendent or authorized or directed by him
or the Board of Education or any Committee thereof, may be
considered by the Board as a resignation on the part of such
teacher.
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XV. All teachers, upon notification of their election, sliall
be presented with a copy of these regulations, and they shall
signify their acceptance by subscribing to them.
XVI. It shall be the duty of all teachers to have a copy of
these regulations at all times at their respective school-rooms,
and "Rules of the Schools, relating to pupils" shall be read to
the pupils by the teacher at least once during each term.
XVII. The practice of teachers' receiving presents from
pupils while in the service of this city is, in the opinion of the
Board, wrong, and is therefore prohibited.
XVIII. Teachers are prohibited from furnishing any text-
books or supplies to pupils.
XIX. Any teacher who leaves the school under her instruc-
tion, except in case of sickness, before the close of the school
year, shall receive no compensation for the last four weeks of
service, unless notice of such intention was duly given before
the commencement of the then current term. Provided '. That
the Board, in regular meeting, may waive the last foregoing
stipulation.
RELATING TO PUPILS.
I. Age.—No pupils under five years of age shall be ad-
mitted to the schools.
II. Place.—Pupils shall attend the schools in their own
divisions, unless permission to attend elsewhere is granted by
the Superintendent, and approved by the Committee on Boun-
daries and Assignments, or by the consent of the Board.
III. Study.—No pupil shall be allowed to study out of
school du7-ing school /lottrs^ or leave school for the purpose of
taking music lessons, or take less than the required nvunber of
studies, or change from one prescribed course to another,
without permission from the Board. Pupils shall make up all
neglected lessons, unless excused by the Principal. All
scholars in the schools shall pursue the prescribed studies un-
less they shall present to the Superintendent a certificate of
physical disability from their regular family physician.
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IV. Terms of Admission.—Each applicant must present to
the teacher a certificate of achnission from the Superintendent.
V. Department.—Each pupil shall enter the department
indicated by the card of admission.
VI. Books.—Each pupil shall come provided with the
necessary books, etc.
VII. Time for Opening School.—The bells shall be
rung five minutes before the time of commencing school, and
all scholars not in their seats at the expiration of those five
minutes shall be accounted tardy.
VIII. Excuses.—Any pupil ha\ing been absent or tardy
shall be required to bring a written excuse from parent or
guardian : and any pupil who lias been absent five half days in
the month (two tardy marks counting as one half day's ab-
sence), except from sickness or some imperative necessity,
shall be sent to the Superintendent.
IX. Leaving School.—No pupil shall be allowed to
leave school before the appointed time, except in case of sick-
ness, or some pressing emergency, of \vhich the teacher shall
be judge.
X. Order.—When pupils enter their respective rooms,
before the time for opening school, they shall conduct them-
selves with due decorum. They shall not indulge in scuffling,
whistling, boisterous noise, or loud talk in the school building.
XI. Personal Neatness and Cleanliness.—Among
the pupils special attention shall be paid to personal neatness
and cleanliness. The use of tobacco in any form, by teacher
or puj^ils, is expressly prohibited. Any child coming to school
without proper attention being given to cleanliness, or
whose clothes need repairing, shall be sent home to be prop-
erly fitted for school.
XII. To and From Schools.—Pupils shall be under the
jurisdiction of teachers to and from school.
XIII. Improper Conduct.—Any pupil who shall, on or
around the school premises, use or write any profane or inde-
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cent language or draw any obscene picture or representation,
shall be liable to suspension or expulsion.
XIV. Damage to School Property.—Any pupil guilty
of defacing or injuring the school property, shall pay in full
for all damages, and be liable to suspension.
XV. Injurious Habits and Conduct.—In all cases
where the conduct and habits of a pupil are found injurious to
associates, it shall be the duty of the principal to suspend such
pupil from school, and at once report the case to the parent or
guardian and to the Superintendent.
XVI. Vaccination and Disease.—No scholar shall be
permitted to attend any school in this city who has not been
duly vaccinated ; nor shall any scholar afflicted with any con-
tagious disease, or residing in a family afflicted with any such
disease, be permitted to attend until he has produced a certifi-
cate from some regular physician, stating that there is no
danger to be apprehended from the same.
XVII. Absence from School.—Whenever any scholar is
absent from school, the teacher shall at once ascertain the
reason, and if such absence be continued, and is not occasioned
by sickness or other sufficient cause, he shall report such ab-
sence to the proper authority for enforcing the truant law.
XVIII. No scholar shall be allowed to remain in any
school-room during the noon intermission, unless the teacher is
present, or the special consent of the teacher is obtained.
XIX. Tuition.—Non-resident pupils, unless by special
vote of the Board, shall be required to pay tuition as follows :
For a term of twelve weeks in the High school, $12 ; Gram-
mar schools, $8 ; Middle schools, $5 ; Primary and Suburban
schools, $3 ; and at corresponding rates for fractional parts
thereof.
XX. Pupils who do not maintain a fair standing in their
classes by reason of absence, indolence, inattention, or lack of
previous preparation, may be placed in a lower class on the




I, Number of Terms.—The school year shall be divided
into three terms, which shall begin and end as follows, nnless
changed by special vote of the Board.
II. Spring Term.—The Spring Term shall commence on
the second Monday in April, and continue twelve weeks.
Ill Fall Term.—The Fall Term shall commence on the
third Monday in September, and continue twelve weeks.
IV. Winter Term. The Winter Term shall commence
on the last Monday in December, and continue twelve weeks.
school hours.
I. Sessions.—The sessions of all the schools shall be of five
hours duration. The morning session shall begin at nine
o'clock, and the afternoon session at two o'clock, closing at
four o'clock.
II. Recess.—During the morning session there shall be a
recess of fifteen minutes, and during the afternoon session of
the Middle and Primary schools there shall be a recess of fifteen
minutes.
vacations and holidays.
I. Vacations.—There shall be a vacation following the
winter term, of two weeks; following the spring term, of
eleven weeks ; following the fall term, of three weeks.
II. On very stormy days the school sessions may be omit-
ted in all grades. Notice will be given by the school bells
at 8.15 for no session in the forenoon, and at 1.15 for no ses-
sion in the afternoon. For no session in the Evening schools,
notice will be given by the Spring street bell at 6.15.
III. Holidays.—The following holidays shall be granted
to tlie schools : Every Saturday, Twenty-second of Febru-
ary, Fast Day, Decoration Day, Fourth of July, Thanksgiv-
ing Day and the day after, and Christmas.
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VENTILATION.
I. Teachers must, at all seasons of the year, make the ven-
tilation and temperature of their school-rooms an essential ob-
ject of attention. The air in the room must be sufficiently
changed at every recess and at the close of every session.
Pupils should in no case be alloxved to sit in a draught of
air.
II. Every school-room must be supplied with a thermome-
ter which will be furnished upon the application of any
teacher to the Superintendent. The thermometer shall be
placed so as to indicate, as nearly as posible, the average tem-
perature of the rooms.
JANITORS AND THEIR DUTIES.
This Board shall annually elect by ballot one or more per-
sons to serve as janitors. It shall be the the duty of the janitor
to have the charge of the heating apparatus and the water
works connected with the school-houses, to keep the rooms
clean and well ventilated ; to take care of the school-houses and
out-buildings ; to make minor and incidental repairs ; to lock
and unlock the doors ; to notify the committee on schoo^l-
houses and supplies whenever fuel is needed, and to see that
the premises in general are kept in good order. They shall
also be subject to such special regulations, and perform
such additional duties in and about the premises, as the sub-
committee on their respective schools, or the Superintendent,
may indicate.
ADVERTISEMENTS.
No teacher shall read or distribute any advertisement, or
allow any advertisement to be read or distributed in any of the
public schools, nor shall any public entertainment be an-
nounced in any school without special permission.
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SECTARIAN INSTRUCTION PROHIBITED.
No book or tract designed to advocate the tenets of any par-
ticular sect or party shall be permitted in any of the schools ;
nor shall any sectarian or partisan instruction be given by any
teacher in the same.
MORNING EXERCISES.
The morning exercises of all the schools shall commence
with the reading of the scriptures, followed by the Lord's
prayer, during which service all the teachers and pupils con-
nected with the schools shall be present.
RULES FOR THE TEACHER OF MUSIC.
L Vocal music shall be tauglit one-half hour each week in
each division of the Grammar, Middle and Primary schools of
the city, by the Teacher of Music, except in the second and
third Primary grades where the time may be reduced to fifteen
minutes each at the option of the Superintendent ; and in ad-
dition, fifteen minutes each day (excepting the day ol the
regular instruction by the Teacher of Music) shall be devoted
to musical instruction by the regular teacher, under the general
direction of the Teacher of Music ; and vocal music shall be
in all respects regarded as one of the regular studies of the
schools.
IL It shall be the duty of the Teacher of Music to call
special meetings of the teachers for the purpose of instructing
them, and for mutual consultation in reguard to the teach-
ing of this service.
III. He shall, while he is in tlie school, have complete,
charge of the same, and every teacher will be expected to aid
and assist in any way that he may direct.
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IV. No scholar will be excused from this exercise, unless
an excuse is received from the Teacher of Music and sub-com-
mittee in the district to which he may belong.
V. During the time that he may have charge of the school
all the scholars will be subject to his government and discipline.
VI. He shall, monthly, report progress to the Board at
their meetings, and in case any difficulty should arise between
himself and any teacher, he shall report the same to the
Superintendent without delay.
VII. He shall recommend to this Board, after a careful ex-
amination, some regular system of music. But he shall not
make any change of books or systems until these have been
referred to the committee on music, and have received the
sanction of the Board.
VIII. He shall have complete control of all the instruments
of music, charts, books, etc., which shall belong to the city,
and shall make it his special business to see that proper care is
taken of the same, and, in case of any injury or rough usage
to the same by au}^ scholar or teacher, shall report the same to
the committee on music.
Report of the Special Committee to the School Committee of
the City of Nashua.




The committee, to whom was referred with full powers, on
the 21st ult., all matters relating to assignment of parts at the
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graduating excercises of the High School, respectfully submit
their report as follows :
—
In order to prevent any injustice to the present senior class,
which a change from previous customs would seem to work if
applied this term, it was voted :
—
That class honors for the exercises of 1878 shall be assigned
as in 1877, viz. : on a basis of the four years' course, scholar-
ship, attendance, and deportment to have equal value in deter-
mining the general average ; the valedictory to be assigned to
the pupil having the highest general average, and the saluta-
tory to the boy next in rank to the valedictorian ; class orator,
chronicles, poet, and prophecies to be selected by the class, and
all other assignments to be made by the Principal.
For future occasiotis your committee have unanimously
adopted the following regulations and recommend that they be
incorporated in the records of this Board, for convenience in
reference hereafter, viz. :
That class honors (valedictory and salutatory) shall be as-
signed, by the Priiicipal of the High School during the last
term of the senior class each year, as follows :
—
Records of scholarship, attendance, and deportment shall be
kept as heretofore on a scale of 100 during the entire course
;
but in determining the general average of any pupil at any
time, these factors, instead of having an equal value, as previ-
ously, shall be computed on a relative scale of scholarship j,
attendance J ^ and deportment 2. To be limited to those be-
coming members of the class during its first year, and continu-
ing therein during the remainder of the course,-^temporary
absence, however, will not cut oft' any pupil,—the valedictory
to be assigned to the pupil having the highest general average,
and the salutatory to the next highest in rank, regardless of
sex ; in case of a tie, the decision of the sub-committee for the
time being shall be final on all points involved. The salutatory
to be given in Latin or English at the opton of the pupil.
Class oration^ chronicles^ poem^ and prophecies io be given
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by members selected by the class by vote after the assignment
of the class honors previously mentioned ; all members dur-
ing the last term to be eligible, and a majority of those present
and voting necessary to a choice. All other assignments to be
made by the Principal.
In the distribution of the Noyes Medals, the relative value of
scholarship 5, and deportment 2, shall be used after the present
year in determining the comparative standing of each pupil.





J. K. HosFORD, \ Committee.
J. H. GOODALE, I
E. B. Powers, j

THE NOYES PRIZE MEDAL FUND.
Copy of Orignal Documents in the possession of the City Clerk.
To THE Mayor and Aldermen of the City of Nashua.
Gentlemen :
For the purpose of encouraging excellence in deportment
and scholarship among the pupils of the High School in this
city, and at the same time to honor and perpetuate the mem-
ory of my lamented husband, Colonel Leonard W. Noyes, who
was a citizen of Nashua for more than Forty years, I desire
to place at your disposal the sum of One Thousand Dollars
($1000.00) to yourselves and successors in office ; in Trust for
the following uses in perpetuity ; to wit
:
First. To cause the said One Thousand Dollars to be se-
curely inyested in such manner as to yield not less than six
per centum interest or income annually.
Second. To cause said interest or income (or so much
thereof as may be necessary) to be expended and applied once
in every year hereafter to provideyb^r silver medals (either of
coin or sterling quality and fineness) in form, size, and inscrip-
tion substantially like the model presented herewith ; and
which model I desire to be placed perpetually in charge of the
officer who has the custody of the fund herein created. Each
of said medals to weigh not less than two ounces troy weight,
and each to be provided with a neat hinge case, lined with
velvet.
Third. To cause said four medals to be delivered at the
proper time in each year hereafter, to the Superintending
School Committee, or to such official committee as may for
the time being, have the general supervision of the High
School in Nashua (or such school as may hereafter represent
the present High School on Main St.) and to be, by such Com-
mittee publicly awarded, on the day of the annual examination
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of said High School in each year hereafter, to the four pupils,
two of each six, in the highest, or graduating class in said
High School, as shall be indicated by the system used by the
teachers thereof, as exhibiting the greatest proficiency in
studies^ and excellence in deportment during the preceding
year. The name of each prize scholar to be handsomely en-
graved, together with the date of the award, on the medal
awarded and in the place left for that purpose, as shown by the
medal herewith presented.
Fourth. And upon the further trust : To invest from year
to year, the residue of such interest, or income (if there shall
be any after providing said four medals annually) until the in-
crease of the same shall yield a sufficient income annually, to
procure an additional medal, or medals of similar quality and
description ; and in such cases, said additional medal or medals
shall be similarly awarded.
Fifth. And if, from unforeseen causes the annual interest
or income of said One Thousand Dollars, shall at any future
time, be insufficient to provide said four medals annually ; or
if in the judgment of a majority of said School Committee,
expressed in writing to the Board of Mayor and Aldermen ;
it shall be deemed advisable to provide a less number of medals
annually, but each to be of greater value, or made of gold,
then the number of medals to be provided annually may be
reduced to two, one for thi\t pupil of each six, who shall stand
highest, as provided hereinbefore. The Fund hereby created to
be called " The Noyes Prize Medal Fufid''
1 prefer that this Fund shall remain in charge of the Honora-
ble Board of Mayor and Aldermen, yet, nevertheless, it shall
be competent for the Board to transfer the management and
execution of this trust, to such School Committee as may in
the judgment of said Board, be best qualified to manage and
execute the same. But if the management or control of said
Fund shall at any time be placed in charge of any pei'son, not
a bonded city officer then such person shall file such bond for
the faithful care and account of said Fund, as the Board of
Mayor and Aldermen may direct.
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Upon inlbrmation that this trust has been accepted by your
Honorably Body, I shall forthwith place said sum of One
Thousand Dollars in the hand of such person as you may
xlirect.




Nashua, New Hampshire, February 22d, 1869.
To His Hono)- the Mayor and Council of the City of
Nashua :—
Believing that a misunderstanding has arisen in 3ears past
relative to the manner in which the " Noyes Prize Medal" was
intended by myself to be awarded, thereby working injustice
to some of the graduating class, and causing no little annoy-
ance to the Board of Education in determining the award, I
would respectfully ask your Honor and the City Council, that
a change be made in the manner of awarding the Prize, and
would suggest the following as a requisite qualification for re-
ceiving the Noyes Prize Medal. First. The Pupil, Parents,
or Guardian must have been residents of the City of Nashua
for the four years next preceding graduation. Second. The
Pupil must have taken a full course of study, either Eng-
lish or Classical, as laid down by the Board of Education in
their prescribed course for the High School.
Third. The pupil must stand the highest in scholarship
and deportment for the full term of the four years' course.
Respectfully,
MRS. L. W. NOYES.
December 23, 1878.
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Meeting of the Board o{ Education, December 29, 1887 :
Resolved: That when a pupil is absent from the High
School, on account of sickness certified to, in writing, by^the
parent or guardian of said pupil, or when a pupil is absent on
account of some unavoidable necessity, of which the principal
shall be the judge, the fact of said absence shall not prejudice




Reading cDui Spelling.—Monroe's Primer Chart ; New
Franklin First Reader.
Arithmetic.—Numbers from one to ten.
Elementary exercises in writing- and drawing.
SECOND YEAR.
Reading and Spelling.—New Franklin Second Reader.
AritJinietic.—Numbers from ten to thirty.
Draxving.—Elementary exercises.
Writing.—Paysou, Dunton, tSi Scribner's Piimary, No. 1.
THIRD YEAR.
Reading and Spelling.—New Franklin Third Reader.
Harrington's Graded Spelling Book, Part 1, to Lesson 39.
AritJimctic.—Numbers from thirty to one hundred, and
tables.
Geography.—Oral instruction upon definitions and locali-
ties in the city familiar to the pupils.
Writing.—Payson, Dunton, & Scribner's Primary, No. 2.




General Exercises.—Singing, vocal gymnastics, ph3'sical




Reading, Speiling^ ajid Defi?iing.—New Franklin Third
Reader, Harrington's Graded Spelling Book, Part 1, to Les-
son 101.
' AritJimetic.—Franklin Elementary, to page 60, with multi-
plication and addition tables continued.
Geograpiiy.—Harper's Introductory, to Lesson 33, \vith
map drawing and moulding.
La7ig7iage.—Tauglit orallv with use of Elementary Lessons
in English, Part 1
.
Writing.— Pa\soii, Dunton, & Scribncr's, No. 3.
/?;-(7xc'///.!,'-.— Prang's Series, Books 2 and 3.
SECOND YEAR.
Reading, Spelling., and Defining.—New Franklin Fourth
Reader; Harrington's Graded Spelling Book, Part 1 , to Les-
son 1 77.
Arithmetic.—Franklin Elementary, to page 115, and practi-
cal examples, to a limited extent, in the remaining topics of
the b:>ok. In fractions, nothing beyond 8ths permitted, either
in numl)ers giyen or in results.
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Geog-9-apky.—Harper's Introductory, finished, with map
drawing and moulding.
I^anguage.—Taught orallv as above.
Writing.—Payson, Dunton, & Scribner's, No. 4.
Drawing.—Prang's Series, Books 4 and 5.
General Exercises.—Vocal gymnastics, physical exercises,
singing and object lessons each session in all classes. Also
declamations and recitations every week, alternating with com-
positions.
Physiology and Hygiene, including special reference to the




First Term.—Reading, Modern Intei-mediate Reader
;
Spelling and Defining, Harrington's Graded Spelling Book.
Part 2 ; Franklin Written Arithmetic, to page 88 ; Geography,
Harper's School, to Lesson 29, with map drawing; Language,
oral instruction.
Second Term.—Reading, vSpelling, ard Defining; Arith-
metic to page 99 ; Geograph\-, Harper's School, to Lesson 40,
with map drawing; Language, oral instruction.
'i'liiRD Term.—Reading. Spelling, to Lesson 75, and Deiiu-
ing ; Arithmetic to page 124 ; Geograph}'. Harper's School, to
Lesson 47, and review year's work, with map drawing; Lan-
guage, oral instruction ; Writing and Drawing through the year,
Payson. Dunton, & vScribner's Series, Nos. 4 and 5 ; Prang's
Series, Books 6 and 7.
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SECOND YEAR.
First Term.—Reading, Modern Intermediate Reader
;
Spelling and Defining, Harrington's Graded Spelling Book,
Part 2; Arithmetic, to page 136; Geography, Harper's
School, to Lesson 62 ; Language, Patterson's Elements of
Grammar and Composition, to page 49 ; Barnes's History of the
United States to page 69.
Second Term.—Reading, Spelling, and Defining; Arith-
metic, to page 152 ; Geography, Harper's School, to Lesson
73 ; History of the United States, from page 69 to Epoch HL ;
Language, Patterson's Elements of Grammar and Composition,
continued.
Third Term.—Re;iding, impelling, to Lesson 141 anil Defin-
ing ; Arithmetic, to page 172 ; Geography, Harper's School,
to Lesson 81 and review ; Language, Patterson's Elements of
Grammar and Composition, to page 88, Lesson LX. ; History
of the United States, from Epoch IIL to 1776 on page 112 ;
Writing and Drawing through the year; Writing, Payson,
Dunton, & Scribner's, Nos. 5 and 6 ; Drawing, Prang's Series,
Book 8.
third year.
First Term.—Reading, New Franklin Fifth Reader ; Spell-
ing and Defining, Harrington's Graded Spelling Book, Part 2 ;
Arithmetic, from page 185 to page 209 ; Geography, Harper's
School, to page 100 ; Language, Patterson's Element of Gram-
mar and Composition, continued, to page 88 ; History of the
United States, from 1776 on page 112 to Epoch IV., on page
147.
vSecond Term.—Reading, Spelling, and Defining; Aiith-
metic, to page 231 ; Geography, Harpers School, to page 114 ;
Language, Patterson's Elements of Grammer and Composi-
tion, contiiuied ; History of the United States, from page 147
to page 178.
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Third Term.—Reading, Spelling, to Lesson 209, and Defin-
ing ; Arithmetic, to page 265; Geography, Harper's vSchool,
to page 122, and New Hampshire; Language, Patterson's
Elements of Grammar and Composition, to page 152 ; History
of the United States, from page 178 to Epoch V. ; Writing
and Drawing through the year; Writing, Payson, Dunton, &
Scribner's, No. 7; Drawing, Prang's Series. Book 9.
FOURTH YEAR.
First Term.—Reading, New Franklin Fifth Reader ; Spell-
ing and Defining, Harrington's Graded Spelling Book, Part 2
;
Arithmetic, to page 277 ; Physiology, Hutchinson's Laws of
Health, to Chapter VIL ; Language, Patterson's Elements of
Grammar and Composition, finished ; History of the United
Stated, from Epoch V. to page 280.
Second Term.—Reading, Spelling, and Defining; Arith-
metic, to end, and begin review ; Physiology completed ; Lan-
guage, Parsing and Composition ; History of the United
States, from page 280 to end of the book.
Third Term.—Reading, Spelling, and Defining ; Arith-
metic, finish review ; Geography, general review ; History of
the United States, review ; Book Keeping, Single Entry ;
Writing and Drawing through the year; Writing, Payson,
Dunton, & Scribner's, No. ; Drawing Prang's Series, Book
10.
Daily practice in Drill Tables in all classes.
A'ocal Gvmnastics, Physical Exercises, and musical instruc-
tion, during the course.
Special attention is to be given to Composition. Declamation





The Scale in full. The Scale names. The Pitch names.
Syllables. The Staff in full. The Location of Letters. The
kind of Notes. The kind of Rests. The Bars and Measures;
Sing from the Board and Chart by Scale name.
SECOND GRADE.
Practice Scale. vScale names. Pitch names. Syllables. Draw
Staff. Location of Pitch names. Review, Kind of Notes
and Rests. Singing from Board and Chart. Time Language,
(optional.)
THIRD GRADE.
Continue last year's work, blackboard exercises.
FOURTH GRADE.
Learning transposition. Writing the Scales with signa-
tures, etc. Black-board exercises. New Second Music Read-
er.
FIFTH GRADE.
Review of all the Keys. Using New Second Music Reader.
SIXTH GRADE.
New Third Music Reader, reviewing the Scales in the
different Keys, writing the same. Practicing triads, thirds,
fourths, fifths, octaves, with black-board exercises in two
parts. Reading the Chromatic Scales in connection with the
black-board exercises.
SEVENTH GRADE.
The New Third Music Reader finished, studying the
Chords, writing out the same. Reviewing the Scales in
Sharps and Flats, and Chromatic Scales.
EIGHTH GRADE.
Reviewing the Scales. Writing black-board exercises for
scholars to sing. Use Abridged Fourth Music Reader.
NINTH GRADE.




Readers.—New Franklin First, Second, and Third Readers.
Writing.—Payson, Dunton, & Scribner's.
Dra-iving.—Prang's Primary Manual.
MIDDLE SCHOOLS.
Readers.—New Franklin Thirtl and Fourth Readers.
Speller.—Harrington's Graded, Part 1.
Geography.—Harper's Introductory.
Arithmetic.—Franklin Elementary.
Language.—Mrs. Knox's Elementary Lessons in English,
Part 1.
Writing.—Payson, Dunton, & Scribner's.
Dra-jcing.—Prang's vSeries.
GRAMMAR SCHOOLS.
Readers.—New Franklin Fifth, and Modern Intermediate
Readers.
Spellers.—Harrington's Graded, Part 2.
Geography.—Harper's School.
Arithmetic.—Franklin Written.
Language.—Patterson's Elements of Grammar and Compo-
sition.
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History.—Barnes' History of the United States.
Book Keeping.—Meservey's.
Physiology.— Hutchison's Laws of Health.




Arithmetic.—Franklin Written ; Robinson's Problems.
Astronomy.—Sharpless and Phillips'.
Book Keeping.—Meservey's.
Botany.—Gray's School and Field Book (Revised Lessons.)
Chefuiitry.—Shepard's.
Commercial Laxv.—Clark's.
English Composition.—Swinton's ; Chittenden's Elements oL
English Gramjuar.—Whitney's Essentials of— ; Welsh's.
English Literature.—Selections from English Authors.
French.—Keetel's French Grammar ; Reader (Selected.)
Geology.—Dana's, The Geological Story briefly told.
Geometry.—Wentworth's
Greek.—Goodwin's Greek Grammar; White's First Lessons
in Greek
; Jones's Greek Prose ; Xenophon's
Anabasis ; Homer's Iliad.
History of England.— Lancaster's.
History of Rome.—Leighton's ; Smith's.
Latin.—Harkness' Latin Grammar ; Caesar; Cicero; Virgil;
Ovid
; Jones's Reader, and Prose Composition.
Natural Philosophy.—Avery's Physics.
Physical Geograph v.—G u \ot's
.
Physiology and Hygiene.—Hutchison's.
Rhetoric.—Kellogg's.
Science of Government.—Young's.
Sjirveying.—Svadhmy' &.
Trigonometry.—Bradbury's.
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